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NORTH SAANICH RATES 
LESS THAN ixPEGTED
‘stin sewer
A creek which winds through 
Brentwood Bay periodically, turns into 
a stinking open sewer, discharges into 
Brentwood Bay and is a serious health 
hazard to everybody and particularly to 
children. Central Saanich council was 
told on Monday night. ; ^
In a letter to council G, Robert Smith, 
an engineer, said 'that the creek runs 
between Marchant and Sluggett._ 
Discharged into the' creek is ’ ovetflow'" 
sewage from Nd. 1 pumping station 
which' handles all of dhef ^wage ■ 
originating in Brentwood. The creek 
runs through a subdivision on its way to 
Brentwood Bay. In some cases it passes 
within 15 feet of houses. The discharge 
is particularly noticeable during the five 
to si.\ months when the creek bed is dry.
In the past two years, Smith said in a 
letter to J.W. Thomas, of the Pollution 
Control Branch of the provincial 
government, a copy of which was sent to 
council, the frequency of discharge has 
been increasing.
During the summer discharge occurs 
three to four times a month often lasting 
for several days.
“In practice the creek is an open 
sewer discharging onto the beaches in 
Brentwood Bay and represents a serious 
health hazard to all persons particularly 
children who play in the creek and on 
the beach,” the letter says,
“At limes the smell is tinbcarable and 
lingers for several days when pools of 
sewage lit in the low spots and the creek 
bed is coated with pulverized toilet 
paper,"
The situation must be corrected in the 
light of residents’ right to enjoy their 
property and for health reasons, says 
Smith in his letter to council. Living 
within 12 feet of the creek which has 
hardly eroding banks, he is forced to 
close all doors and windows at times to 
keep out the smell." • ; ■
“It’s a regional problem” said Acting: 
Mayor Earle Tabor, “but we are goirig 
to have to db:sdmething.- Mbari^^ we
are waiting for a regional report.’’, ■ . jr
; “It’s real and it exists; and'we better: 
have a look at it — at the whole damned 
system,” said Aid. Dick Sharpe. “When 
this overflows it scatters toilet paper 
from one end of Brentwood to the 
other.”
Mr. Smith will be invited to attend a 
meeting of the public works committee 
to consult with alderman about a 
solution to the problem.
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Election coveruge of all 29 cundidates 
in the three peninsula municipalities 
begins on page 5 of this weck’.s Review. 
Each candidate is interviewed and 
appears in alphabetical order.
North Saanich residents will be paying 
even less than anticipated for water in 
1980 following council’s move to first 
lower the rate from $1.20 per 1,000 
gallons to SI, and finally to 95 cents per 
1,000 gallons.
The new rate marks a drop of close to 
20 per cent from the 1979 rate.
Utility committee chairman Jim 
Gumming told council Monday night 
that the reduction in the 1980 retail rate ' 
came about because of a reduction in the 
wholesale rate that the district pays the 
Capital Regional District.
. Gumming said the GRD hadjnitia.iiy 
proposed a wholesale ratetof 46.7 cents J 
per 1,000 gallons, for 1980, a drop of 
8;3 cents. But after some discussion vyitH 
the GRD, it was determined thatthe rate 
could be dropped a further 6.7 cents to 
an even 40 cents.
Mayor George Westwood said the $1 
per 1,000 rate Was “a pretty reasonable 
drop in terms of percentage^’, and 
advised that council would be 
“prudent” to go with that rate.
Aid. Eric Sherwood countered that 
the rate should be set at 95 cents and the 
saving passed on to the customers. A 
motion to this effect was then pas.sed.
Following the motion., to this effect
1 FATALITY 1
A ’v'ictoria woman in her seventies 
was killed after being struck by a truck 
on the Sidney government wharf at the 
cast end of Beacon Avenue Friday 
afternoon.
Wilhclmine Maltick was hit by a truck 
owned by the Satellite F'ish Go. Mrs. 
Maltick was apparently walking behind 
the truck on the wharf when the truck 
backed up and hit her.
was then passed.
Following the motion. Aid. Bob 
Thompson pointed out that at the 95 
cent rate the municipality would still 
make a net profit orS6,000 from the sale 
ofwater.'
By RON NORMAN
Gancel Hallowe’en? That is the 
reaction of some local merchants 
following a near riot in Sidney 
Halloween night that resulted in 24 
arrests and a number of charges.
Some merchants suggest that 
Halloween should once more be left to 
the younger children — about four or 
five years of age — while teenagers 
should be kept at home for the night.
Meanwhile, Sidney council discussed 
the possibility of a curfew on “holiday” 
nights, but turned down the idea for the 
time being.
All this follows one of the potentially 
worst Halloween nights in years.
Though damage was down this year 
compared to last, RGMP Staff Sgt. Ted 
Batyeki said, “We were damned lucky 
there wasn’t any damage.”
The trouble first began about 6:30 
p.m. when youths began to form a 
crowd on Beacon Avenue. The crowd 
slowly grew so that its height about 200 
youths were milling about Beacon 
Avenue.
All this time the group was pelting 
passing cars and pedestrians with eggs, 
ice cubes, rocks and bottles. It also 
impeded traffic and set garbage cans on 
fire in the middle of the street.
The 200 strong crowd then developed 
into “an unruly mob” according to
RGMP and approached the police 
detachment at 2440 Sidney, again 
throwing eggs, ice cubes, and bottles at 
the building.
However, they were eventually 
dispersed by loud hailer warnings.
About 45 minutes later the crowd 
regrouped and returned to the detach­
ment and were again backed off — this 
time by Sidney RGMP with the help of 
15 reinforcements from Golwood, six 
members from the Victoria sub-division 
and a dog-master and his charge.
The crowd then gathered on Beacon 
Avenue again, but dispersed into smaller 
groups before anything resulted.
RGMP patrols were then sent out and 
24 persons were arrested for causing a 
breach of the peace. Five remained in 
eustody overnight while the remainder 
•were turned over to their parents.
Two men are expected to be charged, 
one for possessing an explosive device •— 
a Molotov cocktail — and another for 
damage.
The only reported injury was that to 
The Review photographer Tom Gronk 
who suffered a ga.sh in the shin when hit 
by abottle.;
Police said the majority of the crowd 
had left the scene by 11:30 p.m.
According to RGMP the crowd had 
been set on a confrontation with police
Continued on Page 2 ;
A booth at the weekend hobby fair at Saanichton which attracted many children was that of Kathy 
Lindley, glassblower. Craftmen from all over the Peninsula showed their wares at the show which took 
piace in the fiar buildings.
WIton it cbmes to business, many 
Cuiuidians hold llie notion that if it'.s 
new. innovative and daring, then it must 
be American or Japanese.
Hut a Central Saanich firm is quickly 
di.spclling that idea with innovation aficr 
innovation.
The firm is Ihiiler Brothers l.id., and 
its latest Idea is a four axle cement mixer 
with independently opciaied from and 
rear steering.
The new truck follows on the heels of 
the earlier successful modifiemion of a 
standard logging irtick. The modified 
logging truck designed by Butler 
Brothers is now being used with great 
success by Briti.sh Columbia Forest 
Frodticis at their Fort Hardy operation.
Butler Brothers already have two of 
the'new four axle mixers in operation,
w'ith another being assembled itt their 
shop and still two or three more plimncd 
for the near future.
In addition, White Motor Go, has 
expressed interest in the design. The 
huge trucking firm is ctiircmly un­
dertaking a study of the market, and if it 
proves worthwhile, they will be working 
closely with Butler Brothers,
Claude Butler, of Butler Brothers, 
said the reason for all the interest in the 
new four axle mixer is because It has 
increased the maxltmim legal payload 
from seven and one-quarter yatds to 
eleven and one-quarter ylitrds, while 
decreasing instabllitv.
Butler said there liave been other ways 
to increase the legal payload • the most 
common being to si triply add an extra
comes u'
set of wheels that can he put itito use 
when the tritck is fully loaded.
However, Butler believes that e.xccss 
instability is created in that situation, 
expecially when cornering,
As well, he said the four axles —- two 
on the front and tvvo on the rear — 
provide additional overall safety, “You 
can lose a tire on the front and still keeir 
control," said Butler.
I'he truck is so innovative that the 
local firtn has taken otit three patetiis on 
its latest model alone. The patent’s on 
the third truck arc for the rear turntable 
area, the valving Hystern, and the front 
steering set-up,
In order to attain the legal payload 
and still comply with trucking 
regulations, the body of the truck lutd to
he extended seven feet -™ from a 21 
foot wheelb.'isc to a 28 fool wheelbase,
I'o overcome the problem of a huge 
turning radius, both the front four 
wheels and the tar four wheels turn 
indepeiulenily, “Our conversion gives 
us a greater degree of wheel lock with 
the from steering wheel.s,'Csaid Butler.
Butler said the rear wheels liave a 
fiiilsale device in the form of a locking 
spool valve to ensure that the rear axles 
do not turn on their own,
I tc said it all adds up to giving the new 
truck it 28 foot vvheellutse and a 45 foot 
turning radius, “ I hat means we can 
turn in tow/n without having to cross 
lanes,” said Butler. “We can in fact run 
the truck down the road sideways."
And large contractors just love the
fm
way it handles in light situations because 
of the rear axle steering,
How did all this come about? 
T'lirough actual experience says Btiticr. 
A Butler Brothers driver ran into the 
problem when trying to mtuieuvrc his 
truck backwards through an “s” curve. 
While the front wheels turned oneway, 
the rear of the truck could not get 
around the second curve,
Butler, designer draftsman Cliff 
Burrows and others ("the whole thing Is 
a community effort” says Butler), then 
went to work to come up with something 
that would solve the problem,
The first truck was actually built by 
Butler Brothers ahoiii two years ago, 
and followed nearly 21 rnonih.s of 
designing.
With ilie second truck and third 
trucks, Butler Brothers have coniracied 
out the actual work and only assemble 
all tile parts in their shop.
I'or the most pari that concept has 
worked out — to the benefit of local 
businc.sses and employees, However 
Claude Butler; warned ihiu quality 
control was a little problem with the 
cylinders, and they had to be redone in 
the first truck.
Uui since then, troubles have been 
minimal. “You have to let them know 
what standard you expect,“ says Butler, 
and so will continue the practice.
Of course, where all this counts is on 
the job, and Butler says tlie new mixer Is 




Have been part of the coniinunity of Sidney since 1944, 
hTnrray’f', dad ntatted the original fnrniturc tdorc here in 1949 
which .steadily grew into whtit it is today, Murray and Merlyn 
organized l.sland lTirnitnre Mart in 1968 and moved to the 
mirrmit Inraiinn nn Hearon Awr in HTM, Ttrsth are active in 
community affairs especially witlnhc Boy Scout organization.
"Wflt ity lmrdGr, In ortlor
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RED TAPE STALLS COURTROOM PLAN
Bureaucratic red tape and a stalled 
design plan for a judge’s chambers have 
held up the opening of Sidney’s new 
court house still further, town ad­
ministrator Geoff Logan told council 
Monday night.
“The date is now April 1, 1980,’’ said 
Logan, who cautioned this was still only 
the “projected date.’’
Logan recalled that dates which have 
“been and gone’’ were September and 
then November this year.
“Well, that’s still a lot closer than 
never,’’ was the reaction from Aid. Ross 
Martin.
But Mayor Norma Sealey thought a 
“believe-it-when-you-see-it” approach 
was more realistic.
“It’s amazing how we managed to 
find a court and room for the judge for 
several years,” said Sealey.
At one time court sittings were held in 
Sidney until they were transferred to 
Victoria. Now the plan is for local cases 













Open Mon. Thru Sot. 9 o.m. • 8 p.m 
Phone Ahead for fastei TaVeout
652-3954
^aystpre
i FAMILY RESTAURANTOPEN DAILY 11 AM
- FINE CANADIAN & 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT 







Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 







"Honiestyle Cooking and Baking 
at Old Fashioned Puces"







FHURSDAY 8 SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING





OPEN FROM 5 P.M. DAILY 
I CLOSED TUES.l
(Formerly Trumon's StMk House)
[2558 Bevan A ve., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
i hotel SidneyFoot of Beacon Ave.OCEAN VIEW
Try our famous salad bar 







The following seminar 
will be held in the 
auditorium, 3:05 p.m..
Institute of Ocean Sciences, 
9860 West Saanich Road.
• Nov. 13 — High wind 
speed measurements of 
open ocean momentum and 
heat fluxes — Bill Large, 




,, P-4 V.; -r
Ambulance personnel and police attend fatal accident at Sidney 
government wharf Nov. 2.
Frank Waring is a business manager with 9 years 
experience on Council, having served 5 years on 
Saanich Council and 4 years on Central Saanich 
Council.
♦Chairman, Budget and Legislative Committee 
♦Chairman, Accomodation and Maintenance 
Committee.






LONG TERM BENEFITS 
FOR SICKNESS AND ACCIDENTS 
MOST OCCUPATIONS AND 
EXISTING HEALTH 
PROBLEMS CONSIDERED
Let’s do away with Hallowe’en
WARING Francis E.
Inserted by the Frank Waring Committee
OFFICE OVERHEAD EXPENSE 
AND
HOMEMAKER INCOME PLANS
Call Eric J. Herbert











STEAK, PIZZA g SPAGHETTI HOUSE |
Evening Dining in Fine .
: Mediteranian Tradition 
RESERVATIONS - 656-5596 
TAKE OUTS - 656-5597 
Mon.-Sol. 11 a.m. -2 a.m. 
Sundoy 11 a.m. r Midnight 




BEACON AVE., SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining
Open 7 a.m.-Midnight 
656-1176
Specializing in Chinese 
B Canadian Food
~ OPEN; MON.-THURS. 4" ■ MIDNIGHT 
FRI.-Sat. 4“-l”3.m.
SUNDAY 4“ • 8* p.m,
, Delivery with minimum oider
2493 Beacon Ave. 656-3944
TSoyat ©afei 3mi Sea Breeze Cafe
4680. ELK LAKE DR..' V/cfor<o; ;9776 - 4th St. , Sidney
STRATHMORE DINNING ROOM :Behmd ..the Post. Oitir.e. .■ ■
: Conlieentji cuisinejn >~ ; : — SPECIAKZINg'iN —
a ifaditional Lnglrsh atmosphere;;
: 7 Days a Week 5:30 to 10:30
BreakfasMunch-dinneL
Open Daily 7:30 AM - 7:30 PM: THE THATCH DISCO
. j'.vovliveliest dance llbois in Victoria. / Closed Sunday
Open - Mon. to Sat. Complefe Take Oiit Service





. BREAKFAST ^ LUNCH
' Chinese Food ,
At Reasonable Prices
•Pick Up-Take Out
2470 Ceocon Ave. 656-1812
VOUR CHANCES AT GOOD f OHTUNE
v^or winning numbers ask your" lottery retailer, 
your nearest branch of Canadian Imperial Bank 
of Commerce or write to: V-;
WESTERN CANADA LOTTERY FOUNDATION
: , 1: Lakeview Square 4?, "
■ ' Winnipeg, IVlanitobaT13^
EJITII OE TME OUT
x o^ e
HAMBURGERS - FISH & CHIPS 
-ICECREAM 
Eat • Phone in • Take out
at the X-Road AAt. Nowton 
ft East Saanich 
652-9313
‘BURGERKING 







Open Dally 0:30 O.m. to 4.00 p.m
656-2398
9816 • 4th St.. Idnay 





\tumiay fhundtty Soontf! n Mid. 
hidt^y t? ^otin 10 i a m.
Saiurda> Ipsm.mia.m. 






Where to teke. your vlsllors G friends
BIfadWI
AKllMOHK GOLF COIJUSK, 9.10 Ardmnri* Dr. & West Hatiiiii'li RoihI, Sidney 
A cozyi 9-holcr, ideal for rninilios. Beautiful scenery and special twilighi rates for 9-hole 
Buinc. C’lub.s and earl rcninls — picnic and barbecue facilllics ■- .swimming bc.'ich, IMioiu* 
656-4621.
Continued from Page 1 
from the beginning, but were not given 
the chance.
Batyeki said he will be attempting to 
find out why the youths appeared intent 
on attacking the police. And he’s not the 
only one.
Aid. Ben Ethier suggested that a 
meeting be set up with the youths in­
volved to find out what is wrong.
Ethier said, “Perhaps something is 
wrong and we don’t know about it.” He 
said if nothing is done, then the same 
thing will happen next year, “and then 
there may be some real damage. ’ ’
Local businessman Art Kool was one 
who was on the scene last year and this 
year. He said he went downtown to 
protect his building.
Kool found a number of youths on his 
roof armed with eggs, ice cubes and 
water, pelting passers-by. He said the 
youths were also setting off fire crackers 
which presented a fire hazard on his tar 
and paper roof.
“It really frosts me,” said Kool, “to 
see the energy of kids 14, 15 and older 
go to something like this when most of 
them won’t lift a finger to work around 
home.”
He said he found it particularly ironic 
that following the youths’ egg throwing ■ 
spree Halloween night, a photograph 
appeared in the Victoria press featuring 
a starving Cambodian woman.
“And these idiots are throwing away 
thousands of dollars worth of food,” 
said Kool.
Kool said parents should keep the 
older children home on Halloween night 
and leave it to the younger kids. “I 
don’t mind them having some fun,” he 
said,“but that goes beyond fun.”
One resident was seen taking events 
into his own hands; While; on the way 
home from 'the bonfire, the man’s car 
was splattered with" an egg thrown by
one of about a dozen youths standing on 
ihe corner.
The resident stopped the car, got out 
and walked up to the group. After 
asking who threw the egg, and receiving 
no answer, the man proceeded to “pat” 
the youths’ pockets, crushing all the 
eggs.
Before he left he spotted one youth 
with an egg in his hand. He took the egg, 
placed it on the youth’s head, and 
crushed it.
Some of the other Halloween hap­
penings around the area:
•Two 12 year old boys had their jackets 
singed after a 17 year old Central 
Saanich youth threw a homemade 
smoke bomb at Them Oct. 29.
•Stelly’s school was the scene of a fire 
call when a student threw a firecracker 
into a garbage container and the paper 
in the container caught fire. There was 
no damage.
• A six-year-old Central Saanich girl 
suffered second and third-degree burns 
to her legs after a sparkler she was 
playing with dropped onto her clothing 
and ignited her dress.
•The St. Vincent de Paul Society’s pick­
up box in the Brentwood Shopping 
Centre was destroyed by an explosive. 
The box, worth some $300, was com­
pletely shattered into small pieces over a 
20-foot diameter. Police have not yet 
determined what kind of explosive was 
used. Four youths were apprehended 
near the scene but were later released. It 
was the second box destroyed within a 
year. The first was destroyed by fire in 
Sidney.
Central Saanich police chief Bob 
Miles said he would like to extend a 
compliment to the service clubs and 
groups who put on events for children 
— helping keep thetnbff the street.
Miles said the youths were generally 
well behaved except for those few who 
were out only to create trouble.
‘No’ says Sidney 
to Saanich Mayor
. Sidney Council is tired of 
efforts by Saanich mayor 
Mel Couvelier to get Sidney 
to join forces with the 
Capital Regional District on. 
economic development.
Couvelier’s offer to make 
a presentation to council 
was rejected Monday and 
aldermen appeared irritated 
with Couvelier’s per­
sistence.
Said Aid. Gerry 
Tregaskis, "We said no two 
years ago, we said no Itist 
year, and 1 still .say no.”
"if we join, our tax­
payers money will be 
subsidising the economic 
development of Saanich, 
Victoria and Esquimnli. 1 
can’t sec any advantage in 
the proposal."
Earlier this year, sup­
plementary letters patent 
were granted which con­
ferred on the regional 
district responsibility for 
economic development. 
However, each member 
municipality must first 
indicate it wishes the district 
to take over these functions 
on its behalf. Sidney, and 
three other municipalities, 
have so far refused to do .so.
Tregaskis said there 
would be only one person 
on the regional district’s 
economic development 
committee representing 
three municipalities — 
while each municipality 
would bear nn equal share 
of the cost.
m
HUENTWOOI) INN, 7172 llrcnlwiiod Drive, HUcntwootl. 652-2413.
SzliLMON FISHING, Hoat Hciital, Guided FlsliingTrips (all inclusive)
Family fishing in the protected Saanich Inlet. Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ijd, at the 
Feriy l)ack, Btemwood Bay. IMioiie 652-1014.
IIOTKI, SIDNEY, 25.17 neacoii Ave., Sidney. 656-1.111
Tiif?8d«y niKht. Pure Country fcatniing Rob Hollis with Norm Winquist and Ralph 
Niefoi ih in the Lounge 8 -12 p.m, Wednesday nlRlii, 8 • 12 p.m. is Talent Night in the Pub.
THE PRAIRIE INN, comer Ml, Newton X Roads and East Snanleh Rd. 656-1575
Relax by tlie fire and listen to live entertainment while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers, 
rtacV.gstmmon, Diwisor pAolV
ROYAL OAK INN, 4680 Elk Lake Dr., Victoria, 65D-52.il
Disco Dancing at The Thatch Monday to Saturday on the two liveliest dance floors in 
Victoria. No cover charge cxcerit Friday • Salurdav.
SIDNEY TRAVEI.ODGE, 2280 llcacon Ave., Sidney. 656-1176
Fnnzlei Place every Friday and Saturday night 9 - ?. a.m,. dance to the music of ilic 5(l'f*
rtaiuring In tliC Loutige, Ray Marquctlc, Couniry/rolk Slusiv', 8;{X) p.ni. to Midnight,
•ENGLISH HAAAS a BACON •PORK PIES ft STEAK PIES 
•BLACK PUDDINGS ft HAGGIS “ROAST PORK 
•ROAST HAM •SANDWICHES •HOMEMADE SAUSAGES
Peter S Bill Wass, Old Country Brrtcliers & Bakers, have brought a "Bit of Old England"
to Beacon Avenue, with over 20 years expiirience beliiruj them.
You can look forward to these mouth watering delicacies you haven't tasted for years , 
- if you don’t smell it, ask for it! ’
•TOP QUALITY— HAND RAISED PIB 
•ENGLISH BACON ft HAMS
ElirArAftI All'Er (Behind the Bank of Nova Scotia)
DLHbUPI HV t. ; 5:30 Tiiei thru Sat
MiiH
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Built in Philbrook Shipyards, '^Fast Passage 39” is shown at the 
world-famous Annapolis Boat Show in Maryland. Aboard the 
sailing vessel which was designed by William Garden, are Pat 
Coverdale and Betty Ann Dobie, of Sidney. The boat was trucked 
from Sidney to Stanford, Conn, and sailed from there to Maryland 















In a statement to Sidney 
council Monay night, 
Mayor Norma Sealey said 
there were mitigating 
factors surrounding 
Halloween night distur­
bances in which 200 
youngsters baited police 
and threw missiles.
A number of arrests were 
made and Sidney RCMP 
was forced to call on the 
Colwood detachment for 
reinforcements.
Sealey said it appeared 
not everyone taking part 
was from Sidney, nor were 
they all young people.
“There were ap­
proximately six
ringleaders,’’ said Sealey, 
“and; the rest just went 
along like sheep.’’
There was also less 
property damage than in 
previous years, she said.' r
But aldermen agreed 
council should look into 
ways of preventing a 
rec^urrence next year, once a
report on the incident has 
been received from Sgt. Ted 
Batyeki.
Sealey said it was “more 
than youthful exuberance’’ 
when ice cubes, stones and 
bottles were thrown.
“It’s important we in­
dicate such behavior is not 
acceptable and whatever 
action is necessary will be 
taken in the future,’’ she 
said.
Aid. Ross Martin said it 
was significant the object of 
the demonstration was not 
property — but the police.
“I hope we can persuade 
the silent majority who go 
along with the 
troublemakers that any 
repetition of this event will 
be very serious,’’ he said.
Suggestions of a curfew 
or limiting the size of 
groups roaming the town 
brought mixed reactions 
fromaldermen.
Martin said a curfew 
would “just set up another
challenge to youngsters’’ 
while Aid. Gordon Mar- 
tman said the town had to 
show “leadership” and 
suggested a 9.30 p.m. 
deadline.
Sealey said she didn’t like 
the idea of curfew but 
perhaps a limited curfew 
could be considered.
“1 just wish the parents 
had been there — as I was 
— to see how their kids 
were behaving,” Sealey 
said.
Unanimous approval was 
obtained for a motion to 
send a letter of com­
mendation to police, fire 
and tov/n officials who 
responded to the distur­
bances.
Sealey said the . police 
were to be commended for 
























Weight loss in cutting^ boning and trimming will increase the price
1 per pound.
Mon.-Thur. 8-5 p.m.; Fri. 8-6 p.m.; Closed Sal, & Sun.
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. 652-2411
All-candidates’ 
meetings set
Voters in the three 
peninsula municipalities 
.should take note of the 
respective all candidates 
meetings scheduled for this 
week and next.
Sidney aldermanic and 
school trustee hopefuls will 
kick off the proceedings 




' Further developments arc 
still some way off in the 
tlispute between North 
Suiiitieh and the Capital 
Regional District con­
cerning distribution of 
water within the 
inimicipality.
Mayor George Westwood 
said the Capital Regional 
District itas been requested 
to revise its amendment to 
ihe letter.s patent for uc* 
cepiance by North Saanich 
council,
if the letters patent 
aim'iidmeni is approved by 
council it will go to the 
I’eninsiila Water Com­
mission for approval, then 
to lire regional board, and 
finitlly to the provincial 
government.
'Ml will be a long 
process,” said Westwood, 
“mid I don’t know when it 
will finally end,”
{Thursday, Nov. 8 night at 
Sanscha Hall starting at 8 
p.m.
North Saanich candidates 
will get their chance at an 
all candidates meeting next 
Tuesday (Nov. 13) in the 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Hall on Mills Road 
beginning at 8 p;m.
Both meetings are being 
sponsored and- chaired by 
the Sidney/North Saanich 
Chamber of Commerce.
The Central Saanich all 
candidates meeting will take 
place Wednesday, Nov. 14 
at 8 p.m. at Stelly’s 
Secondary School on 
Stclly’s Crossroads. It is 
sponsored by the Central 




_ 7174A West Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1A0 
604-652-4512
MUSIC SCHOOL & SHOWROOM
•PIANOS 'ORGANS •MUSIC & PUYER PIANO ROLLS 
•GUITARS & SMALL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Music Lessons for all ages by our 
Highly Professional Staff 
at Reasonable Rates.
COME IN & VISIT OUR SHOWROOM 
or Phone 652-4512





NOV, 7th to 10th
10% Off
All Jeans & Cords
by
Levis • LeCoulotlier 
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Think first , . . then vote
CYCI-lSIS m
AS TWE streets of SlDsiEy...
experiences ^
0^ A Row OF (^RKEDCAf2S,
oc aaore op tHeiR Poors u)ia B£
FUtKJS open A-SVOtA approach/
If it’s true, as Robert Louis Stevenson once 
said, that the profession of the politician is 
the only one for which, it is felt, that 
preparation is not needed then it might also 
be said that the politician is the only 
professional who learns his craft by practicing 
on his patients.
It follows then that we must give thought to 
the people elect to represent our interests and 
spend our money and, to this end, we urge the 
people of the Saanich Peninsula to:
1. consider well and 2. get out and vote.
It is almost mandatory for a community 
paper to carry an editorial at this time of year 
about the need to keep the democratic process 
alive and well by exercising the franchise and, 
we sometime suspect that we should forego 
this seemingly futile duty but, by carrying this 
message we are discharging our respon­
sibility. Whether or not you carry out your 
obligation is your problem.
One of the advantages of living in a smaller 
community is that you, as a voter, probably 
know the people who are running for office 
and if you don’t you probably know someone 
who does. So, you can find out without too 
much effort, just what sort of people they 
are. This you should do as a'matter of duty.
Find out if candidates are people with 
special interests. Are they in there to grind 
their own axes and, if they are, are they big 
enough to subordinate their own concerns if 
and when the public good is at stake? It’s 
important at any leyel to elect legislators who 
are“big” people -T- people of broad interests 
who are able to oyer-ridetheir own biases.
Andiit’s important to periodically reject the 
"deadvybod which keeps coming to the surfeice 
sin most elections to municipal, regional or
-A St&P ^ BO Vow Rioe.'rtHii'fig
swcmThe o? mav/ims a WKeet fau n^ib
AM l(V'M&DlATiE
Ai/oiDiMS 6RAT1N6 S'/ SWEOu/KJS 
iMlb ISlAFRC-AMD
op 'Dops'SM-jAs 
,^0(A CVCLB past a IW Of cm- PAUf^O
OR /WoiZ/MS- ot^^,oR tme, {AilLC Supoeigty
CBAt^e LAMeS,,. Mo MoAe TrtAfi A Miwp
AHeAD Of •ftHA/
fAFiCmR AMD




A sAfea HACB ToQRm^.CA^.
91 AT rm4R RISK.
Wdk^ up Jack!
= educational bodies. Experieiice is a fine thing
but, withSsprhej people^ it’s not a learning 
rocess. Re-election is, rather, arein-' 
orcementrof theiri.bwn prejudicial point bf• ._____
view.
And it is also true, on occasion, that the job 
outgrows the legislator. In communities
it is important, 
to be flexible and
arlnntn'hlf* nnri theSC are not qualitiesdaptable a d 
possessed by all of us .
The usual cliche which inevitably emerges 
at election time is that if you don’t exercise 
your right to vote a time may come when it 
may be taken from you. Cliche or not it is a 
■ truism and it bears thinking on.
This is a response to a comment by school trustee 
Jack Armstrong, quoted in a recent issue of The 
Review. Mr. Armstrong stated that female teachers 
' should be paid less than their male counterparts because 
their productivity appeared to be lower.
Bullhonk! Apparently, Mr. Armstrong is ignorant of 
some of life’s realities.
A woman has to be clear in her own mind that what 
she does is important, and not necessarily measured by 
money, Men, and sometimes other less informed 
women, downgrade what we do. If a child is sick or has 
to be hospitalized — well, our work is not that im­
portant. His work is so important that he can’t leave it.
If he is transferred, we move. ^
; H hired babysitters are willing to look after a
: chilcl with mumps ' or measles? In such a case, the v 
working wife stays at home. i
“Probably sometime Friday, lady.” How many wives 
have heard this statement? What is a working woman to 
do when someone must be at home? What if the 
downstairs toilet wasbeginningto gurgle ominously and 
the upstairs toilet was overflowing at every flush? Who 
would wait for the plumber? Even if the wife has a 
better-paying job — horrors! — a man just can’t be 
expected to stay at home for that!
Because rnorc wives work today out of necessity, 
domestic responsibilities should be equally shared or 
mutually agreed upon. Just because a woman works 
doesn’t mean that she should be punished for it by 
assuming all the household tasks, too. Neither should 
she be paid less than a man for the same job. He might 
be lazier, not as bright, more insensitive to the needs 
and feelings of others, condescending, arrogant, 
patronizing, boring...
I’m not an avid women’s libber; however, I believe in 
equal rights and non-discriminatory practices.
Wake up. Jack, dear.
Linda A. Luttmann 
4356 Saute Fc Place 
Victoria
This represents the cumulative efforts of hundreds of 
unnamed men and women, countless thousands of 
hours of discussion and debate; Their time and effort 
has been contributed freely, without thought of 
remuneration.
The ongoing problem of the distribution of this water 
to the households of the community is in its infancy and 
there will be further countless hours of discussion and 
debate.
Pressed by the inflationary spiral of other costs, many 
will choose to ignore, and expect to receive for nothing 
what it has taken so many years to provide. v?
For ninety-five cents, delivering a steady stream of 
1,000 gallons of water from its source over 60 miles 






For the information of A.W. Smith of 9780 West 
Saanich Rd., Mr. Logan has cycled to and from work 
for the last ten years and has also covered most of the 
peninsula by the same method — and has never yet gone 
downagrate! ^ / V
'K.Coopsie 




From the Nov^ 6,1919 issue 
The drive for Victory Bonds was in full swing 
throughout Canada followittg World War One and the 
Sidney/Nonh Saanich area was no exception. A front 
page hcadlitic from this issue read: “$66,550 Total Up 
to Last Night’’, pushing the local canvasi^crs over their 
$41,000 goal and awarding tlttmi the Honor Flag,
Little monsters
SOYEARSAGO. .^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^
From the Nov, 7,1929 Issue 
Tltc breakwatef was as much an issue 50 years ago a.s 
it is tOLlay. The local board of trade was attempting to 
.secure a breakwater because the presetit one was just not 
good enough. Said Capi. H.B, Bubington, “An old Itttll 
lias been filled and sunk in such a position as to serve as 
a partial break on the waves but at best this is only a 
tetnporary arrangement.'’
40 YEARS AGO:
From the Nov. 8,1939 Issue 
Philip Tecce of Pender Island was presented by 
R.S.W. Corbett with the certificate awarded by the 
Roy.ll Humane Society for bravery in saving from 
drowning Arthur Nobbs and N. Ocorgeson,
30 YEARS AGO:
, From Ihc Nov. 9,1949 iMtie
After an absence of six months in Uiirope, Lieut.-Col. 
and Mrs, IhV. Harcourt of Sidney have returned home, 
Col. and Mrs. Harcourt found England tt “very 
pleasant place to visit”, but not one wliere they would 
care to live now.
M YEARS AGO:
From ih* Nov, 12* 1959 Issue
Tuc-sday ucighbLJis gathered at the home of Mrs, F. 
Trueman, Birch Hoad, to offer best wishes on the 
occasion of herSdih birthday.
: As well, four new .wlioals, tutallinn some $8tK),000,
With reference to police cracking down on trail and 
mini-bikes: I would like to offer the following com­
ment:
I wholeheartedly agree with the crackdown on mini 
and trail bikes. It’s about time wc got the little monsters 
out of every neigbborhood and off the highways.
But, w'ho.se fault is it that every neighborhood has 
these noi.semakcr.s? For one, the parcnt.s tire to blame in 
most cases, they are the ones that arc buying the bikes 
for the kids. For the other, the motorcycle industry is 
idso to blame, iltey will sell bikes to anybody — after 
ail, that is ibeir business. However, there is a decided 
lack of pressure by anyone to proviilc proper riding 
areas where off-road bikes can be properly used,
Off-road biking is a legitimate pastime activity just 
like boating, Hying or horseback riding.
riovernments at all levels spend millions of dollars on 
rccrcnilon fnciliiics such as baseball fields, swimming 
pools, tennis courts and sacred cows like golf courses. 
With enougli pressure and demand surely some areas of 
wilderness or crown laud could be set aside for off-road 
bikes,
it is estimated that there are upward of 50,000 off­
road bikes ip B.C. — bikes that arc not licensed, that 
cannot he licensed and should not be licensed. The 
provisions of the Motor Vehicle Act do not apply to 
them — except when such bikes are found on highway, 
wliich of course is illegal.
1 urge all off-toad bikers and parents of young off­
road riders to write to their MLA.s and their municipal 
councils to have Home ureas set aside to keep off-road 
bikc.s where they belottgoff roads.
G.B. Lohrmami 
H cnncemctl moiorcyclisi 
144114.85,3 Selkirk Ave., 
Viclorltt, B.C.
Through your new.spaper, I would like to take the 
opportunity, on behalf of the Sidney Teen Activity 
Group, to extend our sincere appreciation to local 
merchants who supported our Halloween Dance: Sidney 
Bakery; Macleods; Sidney Hotel; Pat’s-a-Pizza; Radio 
Shack; “Mr. Submarine” and CKDA Radio. A very 
special thank you to the Kiwanis for their chaperones.
In addition, I would like to express our appreciation 
to .lack McLaughlin and the Army & Navy for their 
kind gesture of recovering our pool table, also to Vic & 
Wayne Billiards for recovering the bumpers, all at no 
charge. *
In closing may wc thank Gray Beverages and The 
Donut House for their donations in Saanichton.
It is hcart-warrning to see so many local merchants 
and citizens come to the aid of the Peninsula Youili.
CnmIlIc Martin, 
Coordinator Youth Programs
SeUing the record straight
WEATHER SUMMARY
Max. Temp. (Ocf. 31) 















LONG TERM AVERAGES 
Mean Max. I1.7°C
Rocord Mox. (Oct. 29/62) 18.9»C 
Meon Min.







Max. Temp. (Oct.31) 12.5°C
Min. Temp. (Oct. 29) 3.5‘’C




were on tnp for a DeccinheT hy-hv.v vote by tcaident;^
iP'nter not expensive
JO YEARS AGO:
, From th« Nov, 12,. 1969 issue y.: ,
I seltum Harbor was me scene ot a s|x-ctaculur bliue 
which raxed a newly creeled dj-room apartment block. 
Officials estimated the damage at S250,0(X1,
When the Utility Committee of North Saanich 
recommends to council that the water rate should be 9.5c 
pel thousand gallons, it will, effectively bring to a 
saiistactory conctusion ol one phase ol the water 
problem: the supply of piped water frorrr Sookc Lake at 
a reasonable cost.; „
In reference to the article appearing in The Review of 
October 31 - 1979 entitled “Referendum For Tax- 
payers"may I make the following obscrvntlon.s,
In an attempt to set the record straight, minimize 
damage to a pos.slblc future referendum, and allay fears 
which may be generated by the ca.sual reference to one 
million dollars, may 1 quote the actual recreation 
commission resolution that appears to have been used as 
it bards for the unfortunate and misleading information 
the “confirmation” of which was ntiribufed to com­
missioners George Westwood and Ross Martin.
Res. 7910-16
“Motion Commissioners German and Bamford: that 
the Commi.ssion obtain from the Capital Regional 
District Feasibility Study Reserve Fund, n sum of 
monies not to exceed $5000, and further that these 
monies be used to obtain from an engineering firm 
preliminary drawings and cost estimates, and other 
information thntwould be required to allow the 
Commission to proceed with a referendum in 1980, that 
would, with the consent of the public, allow the con­
struction of the proposed nddltlons to the Panorama 
Leisure Centre, and further that n heating and ven­
tilation study of existing systems be undertaken and 
form a portion of the Feasabiliiy Study."
As can be seen from the above the Commission is 
only proceeding towards an engineering evaluation of 
plans and costs for the possible construction of added 
facilities at the recreation centre. It is, in my opinion, 
if responsible indeed that Commissioners Westwood and 
Marlin “confirmed" information without clearance 
fiorn the tDmmir.:,'on chairman'ro, rciYaircd by com- 
mi,ssion rules, and before the commission liad approved 
the resolution by adoption of the minutes.
John C. Lapham, 
Aiidftil'nom-iinsliliicl'Oi Nuirtii bAHOiclt 
CommliuloHir, Rec. CommbElon.
Continued on Page 6



















(corner Harbour Rd. & Rc.sthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
Times Shown are "Standard Times”
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11:(X) a.m. - Annual 
Memorial Service of Old 
Boys’ /Association. 
College choir in at­
tendance. Jas. Johnson, 
conductor.
Address by Pastor 
John Stone, Victoria 
(Old Brentonian) 
The public is welcome.
ATTEND THE CHURCH 








Pastor Ernie Kratofll 
Phone 477-8478 
Saahkhton Elementary School 
1649 Mt. Newton XRd.





9:30 a.m. NO Service 
10:30 a.m. Combined 
Service 
of Holy Communion 




























. .Family Service and 
Sunday School 
/II :00 a.m.
Rev. Melvio H. Adami 
OFilce: 552-2713 
Monte 6S2-5644 
.■-. Family Service 
Sundoy Sefiool . 
SHADYCREEK 
7180 East Saanich Rd. 
.9:45 a.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 West Saanich Rd.
; 11:15 a.m.
Baby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses 




10030 Third St., Sidney 
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 
; 7 p.m. at St, Paul’s;
United Church' - 
2410Malaview
Angiicon Church of Canada '
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office 652-4311 




Rev. Ken W. Finstad 
479-6137
Sunday, November 4 
9:45 a.m. Family
Hour



















7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 














10.364 McDonald Park Rd. 








7:00 p.m. Praise & Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.in. Bible Study 
“Preaching the Christ- 





9925 FIFTH STREET, 
SIDNEY, B.C. 
Siinduv Services 







“With Christ at licari 
and you in niind.”
ST. ANDREW’S 
CHURCH 













Meets each Sunday 
Keating Klein. School 
6843 Ceniral Saanich Kd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:.30 a,m, 

















I Coffee Fellowship 
MinUieri.C.A. Barton 
652.3676
A warm welcome to all.
Peace Lutheran 
Church 
2295 Weller Ave. 













. 7008 W.SaantclilW, 
Brentwood Bay 















7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
6t Prayer
Pallor Dariel Eddy 
IB.A.ILD, 6564791
anp«gHBaawBHiiBiiM
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as a matter of fact
by
pat murphy
It was easy enough to wipe the egg off my face and the 
partly-open car window where it splattered when thrown 
from the street, but what stayed with me was the ugly 
picture of Beacon Avenue last Wednesday night between 9 
and 10:30.
At the risk of exageration I’ll say that it reminded me of 
one of those pictures we have seen so often in past years of 
, a town or city street in the throes of a take-over by in­
surgents.
The road was greasy with broken eggs — hundreds of 
them had been hurled at passing cars since early in the 
evening — and with fragments and shards of glass from 
broken pop and beer bottles which also had been thrown 
on the road.
On the north side of the street, near Fourth, a crowd of 
young people clustered, 100 or more in number and, 
overriding the mob, was the sound of excited conversation, 
laughter and the occasional shout. At inteiv-als beer or pop
bottles were thrown on the road and firecrackers, rockets 
and flares hurled.
Periodically, a police car would cruise slowly down the 
street through the broken glass and around the trash can 
which was smoldering in the center of the street. Earlier, 
litter containers along Beacon had been set on fire. The 
police seemed intent on containing the mob rather than 
confronting any of its members. Earlier a policeman on 
foot had been splattered with thrown eggs.
There were no small youngsters — that part of 
Hallowe’en was already over. The youths who now con­
trolled the center of the town were in the 15-and-over 
bracket. Some of whom were long past school age and 
these older men seemed to be ringleaders.
To add to the picture of a beleaguered town there were 
people watching the scene from the tops of buildings along 
Beacon. All they needed to complete the picture were 
machine guns cradled in their arms.
Tom Cronk, Review photographer, moved around the 
street taking pictures and he did not escape the attentions 
of the mob. His clothes were stained with thrown egg and 
there was a gash on his leg where he had been hit by a 
thrown beer bottle. Intrepid and gutsy, he carried on withli.v, utwuaiuiiai sliu i. iiuervais oecr or o  in D o i i e n  It sure
his job.
About the only vehicles on the street for a period of 
several hours were the fire truck and municipal works pick­
up trucks which were on the watch. Volunteer firemen 
doused the flames in the trash container and then hosed 
down the street to try to remove some of the egg-slime and 
broken glass which presented a traffic hazard.
Clustered on the south side of the street a block away 
from the mob was a group which included Mayor Norma 
Sealey and Aid. Ross Martin. It was an ugly picture. Mayor 
Sealey admitted, even frightening and it held the potential 
for violence.
One had the feeling that the mob was angry and only 
waiting for provocation to move into an orgy of 
destruction. A feeling of intense hostility was in the air.
What generated this feeling is unknown. The police 
handled themselves well, making their presence known but 
without incitement of any kind. But the mood was ugly. 
Obscenities shouted and the very occasional car which 
traversed the street was greeted with yells and thrown 
objects.
It sure took the fun out of Hallowe’en.
Here are the candidates
NORTH SAANICH
For Mayor
He is opposed to “large scale housing 
development in North Saanich”, but 
supports the concepts of the community 
plan and zoning bylaws. “There will be 
control and orderly growth >vithin these 
concepts,” said Philp.
Philp is also opposed to the mayor 
being a director on the Capital Regional 
District. “One man can’t serve two 
masters,” says Philp.
As an example, he pointed to 
council’s opposition to the CRD’s 
amendment to the letters patent for
Philp
Making a second attempt at the 
mayor’s chair after an Unsuccessful bid 
two years ago is Aid. Owen Philp. 
However, Philp ran for a vacant 
alderman’s seat last year and won.
He said then that if supported at the 
polls he would make another charge for 
^ the mayor’s position, and he is living up 
to his word.
Philp, retired since 1973 from the 
armed forces, is married with three 
children. Though born in Vancouver he 
spent a considerable part of his younger 
life in North Saanich and is presently 
developing a farm he has owned since 
T95i.“:--u‘a,
i,
water distribution. “Everyone on 
council opposed the CRD’s distribution 
of water to the federal installations 
except the mayor, and he’s on the board 
which supports it.
“The mayor can’t be in a position to 
serve both interests,” said Philp.
■ He also agrees with the rest of council 
that “the Capital Regional District has 
no right to get into water distribution.”
In addition, Philp is happy to see the 
number of new faces running for council 
this year. “It’s a good thing because 
municipal politics can get stagnant,” he 
said. “New ideas and fresh approaches 
:\yia
After six years as an alderman on 
North Saanich council, Eric Sherwood 
has decided to make a run for the 
mayor’s position. A 12-year resident of 
North Saanich, Sherwood is a retired 
warrant officer, following 16 years 
service in the RAF and another 14 years 
intheRCAF.
He now owns his own business and is 
married with four grown children.
Sherwood
Sherwood said his “biggest ac­
complishment” thus, far in public life 
came with the construction of the 
Panorama Lei.sure Centre, “which 1 had 
a lot to do with while chairman of the 
peninsula recreation commission,”
Other positions of involvement in the 
community include a seven year stint on 
the Sanscha board of directors; time 
spend at the president of the Dean Park 
property owners’ association; and his 
present position a.s vice-president of the 
board of directors for the .Silver Threads 
Service of Greater Victoria.
Sherwood comes out :,trong!y in favor 
of the community plan adding he is not 
in siipporl of any commercial 
development of the foreshore or ex­
tension of water leases In the Curtis 
f’oint area,
“I am also not in support of high 
density development anywhere in the 
municipality,” said Sherwood. “I 
strongly uphold the objectives of the 
Agricultural Land Reserve. Only about 
2 per cent of B.C. land is arable, and if 
we don’t preserve that we’re crazy, We 
have to look to the future.”
Sherwood said he would also attempt 
to encourage council to maintain the 
rural character of the municipality and 
in this way maintain both low services 
and lovr'ta.xcs.
Sherwood added that if mayor, he 
would take the job on a pun-time basis 
only. “I don’t believe in a full-time 
mayor .with a population of only 
5,000,” he said.
Making a bid for n second term as 
mayor of North Saanich is Incumbant 
George Westwood. A retired naval 
ollicer since 1973, Westwood and wife 
Alvina have three grown children.
Westwood, .T third generation western 
Canadian, e.siablished residence in the 
.Saanich Peninsula in 1956, and Ita.s 
served on council since 1974 -- the first 
three years ,is nn alderman and the Iiol 
two as mayor.
Pointing to his record as mayor the 
last two years, Westwood says a major 
part '.'>f hi;- rc clcclioii' thciiic is hi,* 
performance on council.
He says ilte 1979 budtfct Is down 13,2 
per cent in terms of "real taxation”.
making it the lowest tax rate in the 
capital region.He promises to continue 
to keep taxes down and avoid long-term 
debt to the best of his ability,
”1 also want to protect the tiuality of 
life we have here,” said Westwood, and 
to continue "to keep North Saanich 
e,sscnlially rural in fitivor,
"Yet 1 recognize the reality of limited 
growth with the further impiemcniation 
of long-term planning and fi.scal 
policies.”
In the coming term he has pledged to 
support the outgrowth of library 
facllilies, ncgoilaie the best possible deal 
in transit services, and to resolve water 
distribution problems before taking on 
more water responsibilities,
Westwood
Since 1974 Werawood has been a 
member of the Peninsula Water 
Commission, Peninsula Recreation 
ronnnittc-?, director on the Capital 
Regional Hoard, chairman of committee 
of tlie whole and finance committee, a 
director of the Greater Victoria labor 
iclaiions buaid as.vowliiilon, and ,i 
dlrccior of the Mount Newton society 
for the elderly,
Cwntinueif on Pnge7
get out and vote!
SIDNEY
For Alderman
1 division, many of which, he believes, 
could do with revision.
He would work to ensure greater 
involvement in council business by 
ratepayers and voters generally. Council 
meetings, Ashby feels, should be 
popular forums where input is invited 
from the members of the public. That is 
where the dollars are being spent and 
that should be the focal point of 
ratepayer interest.
Ashby
“Controlled spending; controlled 
development; a five-year capital budget 
with ratepayer endorsement.” These 
are, in brief, the issues upon which 
Daryl Ashby would wish to take action 
if elected to Sidney municipal council.
Born and raised on the peninsula, 
Ashby has been a resident of Sidney for 
seven years. As a residential planner he 
would like the opportunity to go over 
municipal bylaws on zoning and sub-
A change in the annual election 
system would obviate the possibility of 
having a completely green aldermanic 
body. Another change for the better 
which could originate in the town hall 
would be the establishment of a small- 
scale transit system linking the 
recreation centre with business and 
residential cores. It would be a blessing 
to the elderly, handicapped and to 
young families.
Alderman Ben Ethier, a member of 
council for three years, feels that his 
experience is an asset to Sidney and he 
wants to be in office long enough to 
realize some of his aspirations for the 
toWn.v’■ /'/t.
Ethier
‘T am particularly happy with the 
work which has been done while I have 
been chairman of the fire warden’s 
committee,” Ethier says, “I often 
wonder if the people!of the community 
know that the excellent work and 
dedication of their volunteer firemen is 
saving them about $200,000 a year. If 
they don’t, they should,” he says.
His work as a member of the public 
works committee has also been 
satisfying for Ethier. He points out that 
progress is being made in all the projects
CENTRAL SAANICH
For Alderman
as a director of Central Saanich 
Ratepayers Association, I helped bring 
into being, is a real accomplishment,” 
Mrs. Arnaud says, “and 1 want to be 
there to see that it is implemented.
Arnaud
Ruth Arnaud, candidate for aider- 
man. Central Saanich:
As a long-time public health nurse 
Mrs. Arnaud is concerned with people 
caring for their health and the socio- 
economic factors which influence their 
well-being.
“The official community plan whichi
“1 am especially concerned that our 
farmland be preserved because they 
aren’t making any more of it.
“As our environment is fragile, I am 
concerned about the protection of areas 
designated as sensitive in the community 
plan. Pollution must be controlled if not 
eliminated.”
Transportation and vandalism are 
problems which also must be dealt with, 
Mrs. Arnaud says.
A farmer’s market which could be 
developed into a tourist attraction is 
another of Mrs. Arnaud’s com- 
mitments. She sees it, located on a main 
road possibly near the Butchart Gar­
dens, as a real asset to the community.
underway — water, drains, roads and 
parks.
“Progress must be made and our 
gains consolidated,” Ethier says. “And 
we must keep the plug in on finances. 
Costs and the tax rate have to be 
carefully watched.
A family man, Edward Ralph Gait is 
concerned about taxes in Central 
Saanich and how possible increases are 
. going to be met. This, he says, is why he 
, is ■ promoting the development of the 





The potential for the park is great, he 
believes, and the development could 
easily be 100 rather than the present 
couple of acres. If some 100 acres of the 
280-park was covered it would bring 
more than $500,000 a year in taxes into 
the municipality. This would take care 
of tax increases and take the burden off 
the ratepayer.
To give aid and assistance to park 
developers, Gait says, a public relations 
bureau should be set up. It would help 
potential park occupants to cut through
red tape and get on with the job of 
establishment.
Reliance on the private sector of the 
Central Saanich economy is another 
concern of Gail. He would like to see 
purchases made “at home” whenever 
possible and where prices were com- 
parible.





Wed. Wov. 7 to 
Sun. Nov. 11
While Stocks Last
A marine engineer with B.C. Ferries, 
Edward James is concerned about 
Sidney’s growth and ihe controls which 
arc needed to keep it orderly and 
directed toward the public Interest.
To further the public use and en­
joyment of the town he believes that a 
ceniral park should be established with 
amenities fur all ages. Anullier move In 
the .same direction, James believes, 
would be upgrading road surfaces in iltc 
commiiitity. This would mean making 
provision for walkers and bicyclists ns 
well as car drivers.
James
He believes ihai a cautious nppioncli 
should be taken to the brcakw'ater plan 
and nil aspects of its effect on the town 
be carefully studied before any 
definitive action is taken.
Vandalism is a concern of the enn- 
didnic as it is of many other people in 
Sidney, He offers no solution to this 
complex ptubkm hut feels that im­
proved transportation might bcti factor. 
Getting young people to areas and to 
facilitie.s where tliey can be enicmiincd 
find diverted ir, imparimil, .faiTic.s feels.
A realistic fiscal approach to the 
town’s affairs is a "must” the candidate 
.says, He has lived in Sidney for five 
yens, i> matiied with two suns and is 
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RE-ELECT
FARTHING
TO FIGHT INFLATION 
IN NORTH SAANICH
Bicycle boy loses







1. Ensure restraint and caution in spending of tax 
dollars.
2. Seek viable industries to broaden the tax base 
and to aid in providing employment for Sidney 
youth.
3. Contribute continuity and knowledge of work 
done by 1979 Council.
4. Ensure support and recognition of all 
volunteer community groups.
5. Available on a full-time basis to assist the 
residents of Sidney.
656>3a40
A Sidney youth who tried 
to fight city hall lost the 
battle Monday.
Alex Forrester, 13, whose 
bicycle wheel was destroyed 
when it caught in a town 
drainage grate will have to 
chalk it all up to experience.
Forrester, of 2437 
.Amelia, tried without 
success to get compensation 
from town administrator 
Geoff Logan and Monday 
night town council backed 
Logan’s decision.
Forrester told The 
Review earlier that the 
bicycle’s front wheel caught 
in the grate on Resthaven 
Drive because the spaces 
between the grids were too 
wide.
Forrester said he was 
only doing what all cyclists 
are urged to do — ride close 
to the curb.
But Mayor .Norma Sealey 
told aldermen that a legal 
opinion confirmed the 
position taken by Logan 
and there was no negligence 
by the town.
“There is a limit to the 
extent we can protect 
people from themselves,” 
said Sealey. “There is a 
current vogue for very 
narrow women’s high heels.
Should we accept 
responsibility if someone 
catches their shoe in a 
grate?”
Sealey said it was im­
practical to switch the grids 
90 degrees so they were 
broadside on to the traffic, 
but there was a program to 
gradually replace them.
Aid. Ben Ethier said the 
problem had arisen because 
bicycle wheels had become 
narrower.
Only Aid. Ross Martin 
suggested the town should 
do more about the 
situation.
“Since we don’t allow 
people to ride bikes on the 
sidewalks we should make 
the roads as safe as 
possible,” said Martin.
But a motion by Martin 
to have a committee look 
, into the question of making 
the grates safer brought no 
seconders.
Sealey said there was 
nothing to stop aldermen 
who felt strongly about the 
matter from taking up a 
collection on behalf of 
Forrester.
She said she had received 
more calls and letters 





AFFECTS OVER 10.000.000 NORTH AMERICANS
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Alcoholism is an illness.Tt /s treatable. You, 
someone close to you, perhaps someone 
you work with may suffer from alcoholism. 
The Gillain Foundation’s professional staff 
offers treatment for the medical, emotional, 




1515 McTavish Road, {P.O. Box 2369) 
Sidney, British Columbia V8L 3Y3 
Telephone (604) 656-5525-24 hours 
Dr. Nelson Bradley, Medical Director
i
Sidney aldermen agreed 
Monday to look more 
closely at federal proposals 
to transfer responsibility 
for operating Victoria 
International Airport to 
local government bodies.
The proposals come in a 
report of a Transport 
Canada Task Force which 
would require special 
federal legislation to im­
plement the new airport 
management concept.
The report calls for the 
setting up of an Airpoft 
Commission with members 
nominated : by • local 
councils. Capital and 
operating costs would be 
\ met from locally collected 
landing fees and a federally 
distributed transportation 
tax, and each airport would 
have to be “self- 
supporting”.
In a Written submission 
to council, town ad 
ministrator Geoff Logan 
quoted the task force’s 
director as stating that the 
concept has “proven ef­
fective in the United States 
and Europe”.
Mayor Norma Sealey 
cautioned, however, that 
the federal ministry of 
transport (currently 
respon.sible for the Victoria 
airport) had never made it 
pay. ”l don’t see how we 
can,” she said.
Aid. Gerry Tregaskis said 
the report was unclear 
about what would happen if 
a deficit arose.
Aid. Ross Martin said the 
airport could be run better 
locally than from Ottawa 
but council should get the 
“magnifying glasses out 
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PARADE "FALL-IN” 10:15 A.M. 
SAFEWAY PARKING LOT, SIDNEY
THE PARADE WILL TAKE PLACE REGARDLESS OF WEATHER. 
WREATH I AYERS PLEASE BE EARLY. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
WAR MEMORIAL COMMITTEE OF SIDNEY
MORE CENTRAL SAANICH
Continued from Page 5
for Alderman
especially in areas designated by the 
community plan as environmentally 
sensitive.
Dedicated to preservation of natural 
waterways, Mrs. King will continue to 
work to keep creeks and inlets free from 
contamination.
King
Lea King, candidate for alderman in 
Centra! Saanich, will be a voice, she 
says, for responsible management of the 
changes brought about by the 
tremendous growth in Central Saanich 
over the past few years.
Mrs. King feels that any further 
development in Central Saanich should 
be subject to a close look by council.
She is determined Central Saanich be 
kept as a farmlands community. Mrs. 
King considers the children of the 
municipality its finest asset and believes 
that recreation should be provided for 
them so they will begin to get a sense of 
being at home in their community.
She feels too, the needs of older 
residents should be met so that they will 
have a place to meet and enjoy close to 
home.
Mrs. King said that important 
questions should be asked in council; 
questions like ”wby not?”, or “why 
should it be?"
Chairman of public works and 
council fire community. Aid. Percy 
Lazar?, has served his municipality for 
12 years. He has been through the whole 
committee routine at one time or 
another and is authoritative on the 
affairs of Central Saanich.
Lazarz
.An active member of the community, 
Lazarz is involved with the affairs of 
Saanich Peninsula as a whole in many 
ways. He is a member and past- 
president of the Sidney Rotary Club, the 
North and South Saanich Agricultural 
Society and baseball and sports 
organizations.
Lazarz is a strong supporter of the 
Community Plan and seeks constantly 
to find a balance between retention of 
the agricultural interests of the 
municipality and the need for housing 
and industrial development as a method 
of widening the tax base and provision
MORE LEXTERS
of more revenue for the municipality so 
that it can extend and improve services.
Major road works and safety walks 
and the general concerns of public 
works have been the candidate’s par­
ticular interest over the past term of 
office. He is a believer in co-operation 
with senior levels of government and has 
a ready war for the concerns of any. of 
the people in the municipality.
maintaining controls in Central Saanich 
and the candidate believes that it should 
be strictly adhered to.
■As chairman of council’s parks and 
recreation committee, Sharpe believes 
that Centennial Park should be 
upgraded and its ,playing fields; 
rehabilitated. Work should be done on: 
the grounds of the new municipal hall 
and on accesses to beaches. Bridle trails 
and foptpaths should be upgraded and 
; minor sports programs supported. ;
Sharpe
Seeking re-election to Central Saanich 
council R. “Dick” Sharpe is committed 
to the preservation of his community’s 
large area of farmland and the control 
of ‘’creeping urbanization” which he 
sees as a threat to the valuable rural 
atmosphere of the municipality. , 
The official Community Plan is the 
weapon that Sharpe sees as effective in
Aid. Sharpe has been a staunch 
supporter of provision of facilities for 
young people and stood behind the 
people who recently opened the new 
Teen Centre in Saanichton as a measure 
to counterbalance the alarming rise of 
vandalism in the community.
He is firmly against any erosion of the 
powers and responsibilities of municipal 
government.
Having served on Central Saanich 
council for four years and, before that, 
on Saanich council for five years. Aid. 
Frank Waring is no stranger to the 
inevitable pressures brought to bear on 
rural municipalities by people — the 
seemingly inevitable increase in 
population.
Waring
”1 am for controlled growth in 
Ceniral Saanich,” Waring says. “To say 
that there sliould be no growth is saying, 
in effect, that only the wealthy should be 
allows to live there. Bin there should be 
rigid controls.':’
Many of the more unpalatable aspects 
of rural peninsular municipalities were 
brought about by regulations, or lack of 
regulation, which were imposed many 
years ago. Seulcmenis might be umidy 
but people own their homes there and 
that is a fact of municipal life one lives 
Nviih,' .
Chairman of the budget and 
Icgisiaiion committee of council, 
Waring lull) pioduccU successive budgets
with no increase in the general mill rate. 
He strongly supports a policy of open 
meetings and is willing to meet with and 
discuss the problems of any voter.
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PRESENT AIMS: ' ■ .
1) Planned Controlled Growth
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Continued from Page 4
Well liked
Municipal elections are almost upon us, and in North 
Saanich we have a choice of three candidates for the 
mayoralty.
1 urge the voters to re-elect George Westwood. I know 
him to be a conscientious, hard-working and fair- 
minded man who has devoted himself to the ss-ell-being 
of the community. Our taxes and water rates are down, 
so let us keep him in the job. „ r. r .
P.H. Lee-Wnght 
1980 McTavish Road 
Sidney
Planning by pipeline?
1 read with faint amusement the letters to the editor of 
your issue of Oct. 31 concerning the non-election issue 
of water in the district of North Saanich.
Firstly, to set the record straight, the matter of the 
amendment to letters patent with respect to the supply 
of water to federal authorities was opposed by Aid. 
Gumming, Farthing, Philp and Lapham — supported 
by Aid. Sherwood and myself. Aid. Thompson was 
absent.
The amendment was supported by the councils of 
Sidney and Central Saanich, the Capital Regional 
Board, the province and the Saanich Peninsula Water 
Commission (in the latter case, with a single dissenting 
vote — Aid. Gumming). The ministry of municipal 
affairs’ position in a letter of July 19 is that “the 
amendment conforms to the regional concept of the 
water supply system as envisaged from the outset.” Are 
knowledgeable water authorities all out of step with 
Jim?
Essentially, the effect of the amendment was enabling 
legislation to conclude water negotiations with the 
federal authorities so that ownership of federal in­
terests, such as the McTavish Road tanks, which are 
integral to the water supply system are transferred to the 
water commission, “buy in” considerations proposed,, 
and the discontinuance of the federal authorities 
receiving water at the low rate of 35 cents per thousand.
Again, the provincial government supports this 
approach and now, the Hon. Hugh Curtis, MLA, in a 
letter of Oct. 16, supports the efforts of the water 
negotiating team consisting of Joe Taylor, chairman of 
the water commission, myself and support staff.
The question of internal distribution of water within 
the federal domain should be a matter of negotiation 
between the district of North Saanich and the federal 
authorities and should be dealt with separately and in an 
orderly way. My concern is that parts of the airport 
system are ancient and J have heard estimates of 
S500,000 may be required to bring it up to standard. A 
survey must be done; the results of which must be 
balanced against projected revenue on federal lands 
before municipal negotiations proceed.
With respect to the Ardmore situation, at my 
initiative (as Mr. Gumming is aware but did not 
mention), I briefed the deputy minister of environment 
on Jan. 19 regarding a potential problem of well mutual 
interference in ; the Ardmore area. Accordingly, a 
comprehensive system of water monitoring for the 
summer of 1979 was initiated; the results of which have 
; not,been forwarded. ,
; Insofar as my efforts “to suppress” an . obsolete 
report; withirespeCt ito the^ Ardmore question is con­
cerned, it was my perception that there was an attempt 
by the utility committee in the absence of Aid. Lapham 
to circulate the report which, in my view, could be 
construed as policy.
In my view, the report contained unsupported 
statements of fact, glaring omissions of fact and 
generally vvas a marvellous example of questionable 
logic which simply could not go unchallenged. It was 
agreed by council that the report be circulated as clearly 
informational as the views of Aid. Gumming.
My position with respect to .Ardmore is that we mu.st 
continue monitoring for signs of serious mutual well 
interference, but keep our options open for the future 
concerning piped water. Further, with the advent of 
piped water, it must be realized that, under present 
zoning, the housing density of Ardmore would very 
nearly double.
In my view, there still is a possibility whereby farming 
and Ardmore can live together quite happily by jointly 
sharing the aquifer. We have to explore that possibility 
exhaustively before wc abrogate the aims of our 
community plan by “planning by pipeline”,
George Westwood 
mayor
DLslrict of North Saanich
Westwood competent mayor
Rc-election of George Westwood as mayor of North 
Su.inicti is well advised at this time when emotions arc 
high, and a linn, e.xporieiiced hand is required at our 
district’s helm, ,
Westwood is^ a good listener who reaches his own 
Conclusions logically and f;iirly. Mure pragmatist than 
visionary, he lias a liking for fact, the training to face it 
squarely and to use it, He has integiiiy, devotion to 
duty, and is seldom, if ever, ciiughi not having done his
preparatory homework Indepth.
l■or tecreaiion he grows prize winning vegetables, 
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For Alderman
'It is the wish of all who live in North 
Saanich to retain the pastoral quality of 
life and, to that end, a careful watch 
must be kept on development, says 
North Saanich council candidate Dr. 
D.C.L. Bingham retired professor of 
surgery. Queen’s University, Kingston, 
Ont.
“I’m not a rah, rah kind of 
politician,” says North Saanich 
aldermanic candidate Alan Cornford, 
“but I am conscious of trying to 
maintain the quality of life in this area.’’
What Cornford is is the director of 
the oceanographic program for the west 
coast at the federal Ocean Sciences 
Institute at Pat Bay.
Cornford
He has been a resident of the area for 
two years and he and his wife have a 14- 
month-old son.
Though never before involved in 
politics, Cornford has been involved in 
community affairs both as a director of 
the Mt. Newton Ratepayers’ 
Association and a Big Brother for seven 
years.
He feels the aldermanic position is a 
challenge in v/hich he will see if he likes 
political life. He says he is willing to
For Aid. .lim Gumming his election to 
North Saanich council means the chance 
to see through to completion water 
distribution in the municipality.
Gumming said water has “reached the 
critical stage now’’, and though the 
main line has been constructed, 
“distribution is still a problem in the 
north and west parts of the 
municipality.
Though he says he is not “in­
dispensable’’, he feels his extensive 
involvement in the water is.sue will be 
needed in the coming term.
A retired businessman, incumbent 
alderman Edgar Farthing is seeking re- 
election to again “conserve the rural and 
coastal amenities of North Saanich."
Farthing is married with two children 
and has been a resident of the 
municipality for three and a half years.
He said the past council did get a lot 
done, but could have completed much 
more under different leadership,
F a rilling
With this in mind, Farthing said he is 
running to achieve some of the things he 
never did accomplish the fir.si lime 
around. For instance, he commented 
that local ta,\payeis can still get better 
value for tlieir dollars.
In addition, he feels a review and 
revision of the by-laws should be un­
dertaken in the coming term.
Farthing said some of the pre.scni by­
laws are “not generally understood and
Dr. Bingham believes that ex­
penditures which benefit the population 
as a whole in North Saanich, such as 
education, fire protection and law 
enforcement should be borne by all of 
the people and not, as in the case of 
education, by property owners only.
Bingham
Free access to information on all 
contentious questions should be given to 
all, the candidate feels. He favors an­
nual municipal elections but no increase 
in indemnity for the mayor or alderman 
beyond compensation for expenses.
Dr. Bingham would fully uphold the 
authority of the municipality over water 
distribution and believes, further, that 
regional boards should be abolished to 
reaffirm the authority of municipalities. 
Regionally imposed solutions, he feels, 
arc often opposed to local interests.
volunteer two years to the community, 
and in those two years promises to “do 
thejob”.
“I am not into politicking; let the 
politicians do the politicking.” As for 
the various “issues” in this election, 
Cornford said he is not necessarily 
against one side or another, but would 
deal with the issues as they came up.
Gumming is a retired building con­
tractor who has been aresident of North 
Saanich since 1947 and is married with 
one son. ,
His involvement with the municipality 
dates back to the very early stages when 
he was first elected reeve and mayor 
from 1966 through 1971. Since then he 
has been a member of the regional 
hospital board, chairman and trustee of 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital Board, 
and chairman of the peninsula water 
commission. ; >
Gumming
Gumming also wants to protect the 
development in the community.“We 
can’t stop the flow of people into North 
Saanich,” he said,“but we can control 
the extent of the flow and where they
go
In addition, he would like to see the 
provincial government pay taxes on 
Swartz Bay ferry structures and on four 
leased hangars at Pat Bay.
Gumming said the federal government 
currently pays a “grant in lieu of taxes” 
for its airport property, and pays taxes 
on buildings it leases at the airport.
are overstructured and tmcnforcenble,” 
He added that for a belter un­
derstanding, council should reduce the 
number of by-laws, in the proce.ss 
making them easier to enforce.
The present policy, .said Farthing, 
seems to be not to do nnyilting about a 
by-law until someone complains. “This 
is very Itapha/ard and sets neighbour 
against neighbour,” ;
Harold Parrott will try to be a 
“levelling voice on council" if elected in 
North .Saanich. Parrott and wife, 
Rubynuty -- the school di.strici trustee 
for North Saanich — have three children 
and have been long-time residents of the 
municipality.
MORE SIDNEY
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For Alderman
An example of that deficiency, Lang 
says, is the fact that the recreation 
commission recently decided to spend 
more than $1 million on additions — 
this in light of the fact that the matter 
has never been discussed in Sidney 
council.
Lang
A former alderman with a strong 
point of view, Jim Lang is unhappy with 
Sidney council’s lines of communication 
with Saanich school district, the regional 
district, the recreation commission and 
other peninsula municipalities. He feels 
council is not receiving the information 
it needs from these bodies.
Important issues which are still 
unresolved and which Lang would like 
to have a hand in bringing to a con­
clusion arc the town’s revised com­
munity plan, traffic situation in and 
about Sidney, the return of the police 
court to this town and the controversial 
harbor development.
“I have the time and the experience,” 
Lang says, “and the welfare of the 
community is very deep concern with 
me.”
Five years on Sidney town council 
during which he has built a good 
relationship with the town ad­
ministrative staff, counts for something, 
says Aid. Ross Martin, a candidate for 
re-election to Sidney Council. One 
benefit is that he is able, when things 
need doing, to cut through the red tape 
and get action.
Martin
“The implementation of the com­
munity plan is a concern of mine and 
one reason why 1 would like to retain my 
seat on town council. Another is that I 
want to be around for the expansion 
program for Panorama Leisure Centre.
“1 want to emphasize,” Martin says, 
“that this expansion program is based 
on the premise that these improvements 
will pay for themselves.”
Martin said that a satisfactory 
conclusion to the problem of Resthaven 
is important to him and the development 
of the breakwater plan. He wants the 
people of Sidney to have a balanced 
picture of the benefits and the changes 
the breakwater will bring to the town.
Housing developments are being 
planned and built, small industry is 
getting a foothold and recreation 
facilities are being enlarged. The growth 
has begun and McMillan believes that it 
should be controlled and orderly. He 
feels that he can, as a businessman, 
help.
McMillan
Saanich Peninsula is dhe of ; the 
fastest-growing areas on Vancouver 
Island and its growing pains are evident; 
Glenn A. McMillan, a candidate for 
Sidney council, thinks that all 
responsible citizens should be concerned 
and involved and he wants to assist as a 




The construction of a breakwater and 
the commercial projects attendant upon 
it and the final adoption of the com­
munity plan, now in a state of revision, 
are projects which will have a very great 
bearing on the community and its 
future. If elected, McMillan says, these 
issues will receive his total attention.
The breakwater has to come — even if 
it’s 15 years too late — according to 
candidate for Sidney council, Howard 
L. Norquay. Like the supply of water, 
which is a fact of life now on the 
Saanich Peninsula, the breakwater, 
according to Norquay, is a logical step 
in the development of the district.
Norquay
However, the candidate cautions that 
council must act prudently and be 
governed by studies on the subject. And 
all aspects of the question must be 
studied and made known to the public 
before definitive action is taken.
A resident of Sidney since 1971, 
Norquay was a pilot in the RCAF for 20 
years. As a follow-up to his flying ex­
perience he has been active in this 
district with 6’;6 Squadron Air Cadets.
He has been treasurer of a local parent- 
teacher association and involved with a 
local church as a lay worker.
Norquay is prc.scntly working as a 
bookkeeper with a long-standing 
bookkeeping local businc.ss. He had 
worked as a pilot, x-ray technician and 
in personnel management.
The assessment and monitoring of the 
needs of the Peninsula with regard to its 
new water supply will be a major 
consideration for AUL Eleanor Sowerby
Sovverby
who is running for re-election after three 
years on town council.
Revision of the comimmiiy plan, a 
document of great importance to the 
town, is now nearing completion, Mrs, 
Sowerby points out, and it will have a 
far-reaching effect on the development 
and need of Sidney, Every attempt was 
made to provide the necessary 
leadership in this project by the 1979 
council and the candidate feels that her 
Continued on Page 14
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News
WIDE SELECTION OF LEATHER 
COATS, SUEDES & ULTRA 
SUEDES - ACCESSORIES ETC.
2497 BEACON AVE. 656-0331
Sidney Super Foods on 
Beacon Avenue was the 
scene of a break-in 
Thursday night in which 
more than $25000 in coins 
and .small bills was taken.
The money was taken 
from some desk drawers.
Sidney RCMP report 
they are presently working 
on “a couple of leads” with 
the assistance of the 
Colwood CIS unit.
Anyone having in­
formation relating to the 
break-in should contact 
Const.able Grant Bottrell or 
John Hasiuk at Sidney 
RCMP detachment.
A car fire completely 
destroyed a vehicle 
belonging to Richard Keith 
Ponford of Prospect Lake 
Road. The fire started
for
NORTH SAANICH COUNCIL
Communication between the citizens 
of Sidney and the members of the town 
council is important and McMillan feels 
is; an area where he: can be of
about 1:15 a.m. November 
3 while the car was parked 
on Island View Beach.
A Central Saanich youth 
caught speeding on a 
motorcycle has been 
charged with taking an 
automobile without the 
owner’s consent and driving 
without a licence.
A single vehicle accident 
Saturday night resulted in 
only $800 damage and the 
driver escaped injury. The 
car, belonging to Dale Irwin 
of Victoria, swerved to miss 
an oncoming vehicle while 
driving on West Saanich 
Road when the accident 
took place.
A 10 speed bicycle valued 
at $175 was taken from a 
Seaboard Crescent 
residence while another 
bike valued at $150 was 
stolen from a residence on 
James Island Road.
Police suspect a vehicle 
and chain were used to 
destroy a group mailbox at 
the corner of Knute Way 
and Benvenuto.
Police also received a 
report that some $30 worth 
of gas was stolen from a 
vehicle parked on Keating 
Crossroad.
Julian ^'Jay^' Rangel
Among my specific pledges to you the electors:
•A full review of all ecological studies and work 
to clean up our magnificent shores.
»lmprove our secondary roads where required to 
ensure safety.
•Consider all issues before council objectively 
and on their merits.
«1 am and always will be my own man!
For further information or transportation to the 











2104 MALA VIEW 
.SIDNEY 
6S6-SS81
Open Sundays 10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
9768 - 5th St. 656-3975
al all 20 Clovarilal* Point n'Thli WMk'i •poclal It avollabi 
Papor localloni In B.C.
EFFECTIVE SALES DATES NOV. 5 HONIY
RUSSELL KERR 
FUELS LTD.
FURNACE S STOVE OIL
T*rLOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
★ LOCAL BILLING
★ DEPENDABLE AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
★ BURNER SERVICE








Parrott said he would bring some 25 
years of Itigh .school ndminisirniion and 
ctUicailon experience to the position. He 
said his work as pre.sidcnt of the B.C, 
Teachers’ Fcdcraiion in 19Sa-.59 gave 
him Ihe chance ”io work with people 
Coiilinued on Page 13
Tenders arc invited for the following services to the Town for the 
years 1980 and 1981:-
a) Rental of truck.s and backhocs
b) Supplying gas to Town vehicles
c) Supplying heating oil to Town buildings
THE GRAY LINE OF VICTORIA LTD.
m
WC
Charter and Slghlsccing Service 
Conventional B»s,ses and 
English Double Dcckcr.s 
Competitive Raifs
Phofi# 388-5248
Tenders niu.st be submitted on the form supplied, which riiay be 
obtained from the Town Hall, 2.140 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, and 




“DECISIONS BASED ON EXPERIENCE, 
LOGIC AND REASON
•CO OPERATION AND REASONABLE 
RATIONAL DEBATE
•AN END TO HOSTILE DELIBERATIONS
vore
8^^ I"’’! I
















•To fairly represent the interests of Sidney 
taxpayers, parents and students.
• Local Representation
• Against French Immersion Program
OFFICLAL PEN. MINOR HOCKEY ASSOC. STATISTICS
THE MAN:
• A Sidney resident with children attending 
local schools.
• A salesman, ex RC.A.F with years of 
management experience
• Energetic, youthful, community minded
• Educated in B.C. [including Sidney] but not 
a professional student or teacher
For Alderman f^orth Saanich
BANTAM DIVISION 
Team
Cloverdale Paint N’ Paper 
Sidney Movers
Cornish’s Books & Stationery 
Harvey’s Bicycles 
PEE WEE DIVISION 
.Mayer’s Steel Boats 
Sidney Bakery 
Ellehammer Industries 
Mary’s Coffee Bar 
PUP DIVISION 
Saan. Pen. Credit Union 
Bob Whyte Marine 




















































































































Admission 25 cents. 
RESERV.ATIONS
656-3082
In senior women's soccer play, Sunday, Islander's 
goaltender ends up face down watching in despair as 
Gorge F.C. forward taps home the rebound which got 
away. Goal gave Gorge a 3-2 lead in the contest, played 




Preserving our splendid and unique 
quality of life, harmony, cooperation 
and openness on council, balanced 
budget-holding down taxes, intelligent 
long range planning.
[For Information or transportation to vote call 
'Jay 656-6579];..
Ori 17 November Please Elect
RANG EL Julian "JAY”
TROUBLED BY HIGH PRICES ?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
still only from S21.00 up
Mostly with full kitchens 
— at no extra cost.
Free faarking 
Downtown location
Weekly, monthly & family 
• rates
For brochure and reservations write:
THE MAYFAlR HOTEL
64S Hornbv St., Voncouvef, B.C. V6Z 1 Vt or Phone or*a 6(M>68?-67St.
Gordon Head Plaza 
Drugs took advantage of 
every scoring opportunity 
to defeat the Peninsula 
Kickers 4-1 during their 
Division 8 match Saturday.
Kept continually on the 
defensive, the kickers 
managed to score only after 
the Plaza Drugs squad had
a comfortable 4-goal lead.
.Michael Taekema set up 
the lone Peninsula score 
with a crossing pass to 
Daniel Romain, who 
relayed the ball to Daniel 
Haladik. Haladik poked a 
shot behind the keeper for 
the score, but the play was 
one of only a very few
COMPETITOR’S CALENDAR
Minor Soccen There will be no games in the minor 
soccer league next weekend due to the holiday. Games 
will recommence Nov. 17 weekend.
Senior Soccer: Div. 4 —Sooke vs Sidney F.C. at 
Sooke — 2:30 p.m. Nov. 11;
Ladies Field Hockey: Hobbits vs Rebels Gold at 
Lansdowne —2:3pp.rn.Nov. 10
Minor Hockey: Bantam: at Panorama; Cloverdale 
Paint N’ Paper ys Harvey’s Bicycles — 6:20 p.m.; 
Sidney Moyers vs Cornish’s Book and Stationery —
v:10:10p.m.,._..,,",'V:„.:.'
Pee W€:e House; Ellehammer Industries ys Mayer 
Steel Boats — 3; 10 p.ra.; Mary’s Coffee Bar vs Sidney 
yBakery:—.'4:35p.m,^
Sports Fishing: Meeting - Sidney Anglers’ Assoc. - 
7;30p.m. Sidney Hotel Nov. 12.
•Chairman, Committee of Whole Finance 
fChairmart, Executive Coinmiucc 
•Manager. Planning and Zoning Committee 
••Director, Greater Victoria Labour Relations 
Board
•Director, The Mount Newton Society for the 
Elderly
'Director, Capital Regional Board
•Chairman, CRD Capital Management Committee 
•Member, Peninsula Water Commission
•.Member, Pcfiin,su!a Recreation Commis,sion 






•Keep Taxes Down in 19g,0! 
•Keep the Gentle way of Life..,
•Choose strong leadership, initiative and honesty, 




KEEP THE COSTS DOWN AND 
CONSERVEENERG YBY UP 
6RA DING YOUR INSULA TION NO W
FIBREGUSS OF CANADA BAHS
R-12 IS”x48" *14“/Bundleof90sq.ft. 
R-20 lS’'x48'* *13^SHmidlcof50.sq. ft.
R-28 t5-x48” *13^® 'Bundle of 37 sq. ft.





Inserted by George Westwood for Mayor Committee
2016 KEATING,X RD. ■
SERVING THE PENIN.SULA WITH A EUI.L 
UASGEOE BUn.HING SUPPEIES,
offensive thrusts by the 
local squad.
Another Division 8 
match betw'een the 
Peninsula Steelers and 
Prospect Lake Home 
Lumber resulted in a 3-0 
win for the local club.
Steeler’s coach, Tom 
Doyle, has instituted some 
changes with respect to 
player positions following 
the disheartening game 
against Gorge F.C. last 
week, and the results are 
promising.
Another of his problems 
is . the great time lapse 
between practices, which 
are held on Monday 
evenings, and the games 
which are played on 
Saturdays. Doyle has in­
stigated a semi-practice 
session prior to all home 
games, and an extended 
warm-up period , for away , 
games, which will hopefully 
elini ihate some of the 
■ difficulty.;
■Aaron Petrie, playing his 
first ever game on the
forward line, scored the 
opening goal of the contest, 
and James Redfern ac­
counted for the remaining 
two. The defensive play of 
fulbacks David Doyle, 
Duncan Pollen, and Jason 
Bonneau, along with the 
outstanding goal-tending of 
Lee Robson, is credited for 
the victory. Redfern’s two 
goals came on break-away 
passes from the fullbacks.
In their Division 7 match 
the Peninsula Warriors 
played to a 2-0 victory over 
the Evening Optimist 
Spitfires, who, according to 
the Warrior’s coach, are a 
much improved club.
Spitfire offensive drives 
were consistently turned 
aside by strong. defensive
play by Warriors Trevor 
Skakum and Mark Dolezal. 
The Warrior goals were 
shared by Mark and Glen 
Donnolly.
The Division 9 Sharks 
played an excellent game 
against the Cordova Bay 
Ravens, emerging with a 1-0 
win on the strength of an 
early second-half goal by 
Wesley Nelson.
Jason Boone played well 
on offense, said coach Al 
Cross, and narrowly missed 
scoring twice — hitting the 
crossbar once, and the 
goalpost the second time. 
On defense, Terry James 
was the outstanding per­
former for the Sharks, said 





The Hobbits defeated Oak Bay Sanderlings 5-0 
during their weekend match due to an outstanding 
performance by Louise Herlinbeaux, who netted three 
of the local squad’s goals.
Louise said that the team played exceptionally well 
and that their passing game was great. Maureen 
Campbell and Denise Herlinbeaux are credited with the 
remaining Hobbit’s scores.
The team will play away from home again next week, 
at Lansdowne, against Rebels .Gold, Saturday] 
November 10, at 2:30 p.m. The win last Saturday brings 
their record to 2 wins, 2 ties, and 1 loss.
Harness Racing;
Karen Waterton. a resident of North Saanich who 
represented B.C. in the 1979 Intercollegiate Junior 
Harness Driving Championships at Mohawk Raceway, 
near Toronto, finished in fourth place at the close of the 
competition, November 2.
Manitoba’s Gerald Dunn was the winner of the event 
and went on to place third in the Canadian-American 
Youth Driving Championships the following day,
Karen is a gr.aduatc of Parklands School, and 
currently a second-year Social Science .studeni at the 
L'niversity of Victoria. She .spent the past summer 
working for horseman. Clarence Jackson, at Scindown 
Park,
Congratulations are in 
order for three Miracle 
Lanes bowlers this week, 
since Ron Scott, Russell 
Tripp, and Bud Nunn each 
bowled superbly.
Scott recorded a 797 
triple with a high single of 
364, Tripp had a 768 
evening on a 351 single, and 
Nunn followed suit with a 
756 on the strength of a 361 
single.
November 18, the Y,B.C. 
members will participate in 
a tournament titled the '1 
beat my coach’ tour­
nament. The 25 cent entry 
fee will be put towards 
supply of crests for all of 




Sunday Y.H.C, Juniors: 
Todd Mussell - 524 (202), 
Jamie Robens 484 (203). 
Bantams: - Terry Dean 425 
(194) Donna Courser 201 
(114).
Credit Union: ■— R. 
Tripp 768 (3,51), B. Nunn 
756 (361), Sue Luscombe 
6.30(227).
Tucs, Commercial: ■- J. 
Favelle 719 (274), S, 
Sansbury 672 (238). Jean 
Callow 690 (284), Sharron 
Sansbury 623 (283),
Ladies: Pam Van Ncs6l7 
(252). ,Ioy Scott 611 (228).
Vi Anderson 277,
2349 BEftCONi
Legion: - J, Puckett736 
(288), B. Nunn 656 (233) 
Rowena Nunn 626 (252), 
Tluirs. Commercial: -- 







Don’t Put Your 
Summer Clothes Away






throughout the Peninsulf 
sslll he closed Mondns 
November 12 in olv 
■scrvaiion of Remembranct 
Day.
There will be no mal 
deliveries or counter scr 
vices with the c:xceptlon oi 
special delivery items.
Srre(*t Irrit-r bo'
collections will be made ot 
a limited basis, Full post a 






The whole question of 
Keating Road, upgrading, 
provision of better access 
which may involve 
rerouting, intersections 
which have been labelled 
dangerous for school 
children and the provision 
of services for the industrial 
area, will be a priority item 
in 1980.
The 'whole project may 
cost something in the nature 
of $1,000,000 public works 
committee chairman Aid. 
Percy Lazarz told Central 
Saanich council on Monday 
night and the municipality’s 
share could be some 
$500,000.
It could also be a part of 
the redevelopment of the 
Pat Bay Highway from Elk 
Lake to Martindale, the 
alderman said.
Engineering studies, 
which are being carried out 
by the municipality, are 
nearly complete and talks 
have been held with 
provincial department of 
highways officials including 
the minister and with MLA 
Hugh Curtis.
The question has been 
kept in the spotlight
because of repeated repests 
for safety measures for 
school children at the in­
tersection of Keating and 
Central Saanich Road by 
the board of trustees of 
Saanich School District and 
from individual parents.
In a report to council. 
Central Saanich Police 
Chief R.L. Miles said that, 
contrary to reports, the 
school patrol had not been 
discontinued and, fur­
thermore, it was working 
well. Children were obeying 
the guards and moving 
across the road quickly and 
in an orderly fashion.
The only permanent 
remedy, the chief conceded, 
would be the upgrading of 
Keating and Central 
Saanich Roads and the 
provision of safe pedestrian 
walkways. To ask for a 
recommendation on the 
school crosswalk, the chief 
said, was asking for a 
specific recommendation 
on small portion of a much 
larger problem. Until the 
overall traffic and sidewalk 
policy was formulated for 




Sidney’s United Way 
fund has reached 91.1 per 
cent of its $20,000 goal. The 
latest figures show the fund 
has grown to $18,214 with 
still more canvassing funds 
to come.
Ed LeClair of the local 
United Way committee said 
Sidney has a good chance of 
exceeding the objective and 
urged everyone to return 
their envelopes as soon as 
possible.
DR. T.W. CHRISTENSEN
is pleased to announce the 
opening of his office in
FAMILY PRACTICE
located at 2140 Keating X Road
[SEABOARD PLAZA]
52-44571
What has been described by one Brent­
wood merchant 'moonscape'
been a cause of concern and irritation to 
the West Saanich Road community for 
more than a month. The ripping up of the 
roadside prior to the placing underground 
of telephone lines, replacement of sewer 
mains and relocation of B. C. Hydro poles 
has, on occasion blocked entrance of 
business premises and been a nuisance to 
the people of the community. They are 
hoping that it will soon be over and the 
provincial department of highways will 
repair and upgrade the road and move on 
to other areas.
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET
9786 - 2nd Street










A group of concerned 
parents gathered at 
McTavish School Thur­
sday, Nov. 1, to discuss the 
problem of pedestrian 
safety on McTavish Road.
Parents’ Auxiliary co- 
chairman Elaine Sigurdson 
outlined the problem with 
29 students walking to 
school along McTavish 
Road where there are no 
sidewalks, narrow rough 
shoulders, a posted speed 
limit of 70 kph, and many 
motorists failing to slow 
,4pwn^in the school zone.
Constables Brown and 
Richard of the Sidney' 
detachment of the 
R.C.M.P. said that from 
their study of traffic along 
McTavish they are prepared 
to r.ecommend a reduction 
of the speed limit from 70 
kph to 50 kph and the 
installation of a flashing 
amber light at the school 
crosswalk.
Mayor George West- 
wood, of North Saanich 
wished there could be
sidewalks for all school 
children in North Saanich 
but, with 75 miles of roads, 
it was not always possible.
Trustee Roy Hyndman, 
representing Saanich 
School District, pointed out 
that busing of the school 
children would cost far 
more than the cost of 
constructing a sidewalk.
The area served by 
McTavish School is ex­
periencing an annual 10 per 
cent increase in school-age 
population. Assurance was 
given that McTavish School 
will be in use for several 
yeiars to come.
as a result of the meeting, 
the parents are requesting 
the municipality of North 
Saanich:
1. construct a sidewalk 
along McTavish Road, 
from East Saanich Road 
to Creswell Road.
2. install an amber flashing 
light at the school 
crosswalk
3. reduce the speed limit 
from 70 kph to 50 kph
4. paint a pedestrian
crosswalk at the in­
tersection of East 
Saanich and McTavish 
Roads.
They are further 
requesting that the Saanich 
School Board provide an 
adult crossing guard for the 
school crossing until the
flashing amber light is 
installed.
Petitions in support of 
the requests, are being 
circulated. Anyone wishing 
to add their name in 
support of the Parents’ 
Auxiliary may call Elaine 
Sigurdson, 656-5129.
Christmas Bazaar and Tea
ST. PAULS UNITED CHURCH
5TH&MALAVIEW
SATURDAY NOV. 17th 2-4 p.m.
Home Baking - Knitting r Plants 
Novelties- White Elephant.
STEAK, SEAFOOD Si PIZZA
Daily Lunchtime Specials 
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich 
Reuben Sandwich ^3^
Odyssia Sandwich ^3^^
(Includes Soup & Coffee)
Hours: 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. Mon.-Sat. 
11 a.m. - Mid. Sundays
For Reservations 5th & Beacon
656-5596 Sidney
If Elocted, ! Will Continue to:
®Support our present fine program 
of French language & culture 
in grade 5 - 12.
®0ppose TOTAL French Immersion:; 
in the teaching of ALL Subjkts.
®Ensure YOU THE TAXPAYER receive 
the best value for your Education Dollar.
®Communicate openly with 
Trustees, Parents, Teachers 
Students & give the Public 
access to the Educational System. .
SCHOOL trustee for Centra! Saanich
V s
MONTREALTRUST





A Victoria lawyer and a 
Kelowna past-president of 
the B.C. School Trustees 
Association have been 
appointed to the Univer­
sities Council of British 
Columbia.
Announcement of the 
cabinet appointments wa.s 
made by the Minister of 
Education, Science and 
Technology, Dr. Pat 
McGccr.
Rcndina Hamilton, of 
Kelowna, is a former
member of the University 
of Briti.sh Columbia board 
of governors, and lawyer 
Ian H. Stewart is a former 
member of the University 
of Victoria board of 
governors.
Also appointed to the 
Universities Council is 
William J.A, Rowe, of 
Vancouver, Air Canada’s 
general manager for B.C, 
and the Pacific Northwest.
All appointments arc for 
three year terms,
ANNETTE WALLS
Annette has returned from a holiday in San 
Francisco for achieving tops in real estate sales on 
the Saanich Peninsula in a recent quarterly 
contest sponsored by Montreal Trust Co.
For successful real c,slate dealings, give Annette 
a phone call - she’d be pleased to put her abilities 






The rale of interest on the new 
Serie.s of Canada Savinp,s Bonds 
hasbeen increased to Tl % for
the first year and 10Va% for
ROSS MARTIN
eacli of llie remaining 6 years
fvi ■he new average annual yield to 
maturity on tlie Bondfj is 10.59%.




or who buys new Canada Savings 
Bonds will 1
With the new rates a $100 
//pL Compound Interest Bond will 
grow to $202.37 at maturity in 
\ just7years,;
EASYIODUY
New Canada Savings Bonds are
f: sale now wherever you bank or
get the.se higher rates, 
even though the bond certificates 
have the old rale printed on them,
invest. You can buy them in various 
amounts up to a total purchase limit 
of $25,000, Buy youns today!
5 YEARS PROVEN ABILITY ON COUNCIL




SAFE, SECURE AND SIMIPI£ 10 CASH
New Canada Savings Bonds are a safe, 
secure investment that earns you good 
interest year after year, They're backed by 
all the resources ot Canada, And tliey're 
easy to cash when there's a need, '
A CHOICE OF BONDS
Canada Savings Bonds also offer you a 
great choice. There's a Regular Interest Bend 
which pays interest each November 1 st at 
the now, higher rates. And a Compound 
Interest Bond tlial reinvt*sfs vour interesf 
automatically, earning interest on interest.
RETURN ON PAST SERIES INCREASED
Tlie rate of reluni on all outstanding Series of 
Canada Savings Bonds hasbeen increased to
II % for the year beginning November 1,1979
___and to lOVzTo for each remaining year imlil 
the btmds maliire. For Series dated before 
November 1, 1977 I lit* increased return will 
bf* paid through an increase in the value of 
llie cash bonus payable on the maturity date 
ot ti'ic bonds, !:of tlie Ktsl Ivyu Series thehigiier 
rales will be payable for each remaining year 
unlil the bonds mature. Complete details are 
available vvli(*re von bauV Of Invest
CANADA SAVINGSBONDS-A BETTER CHOICE THAN EVER
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SKYLARK BREAD SrrJSCv'sr 2 Jl.ASi OZ. [680g] Loaves
SKYLARK GRANOLA LOAF KfoJI* 
LUCERNE ICE CREAM “
LUCERNE SHERBET A":;*-."nZ™. 89
Lucerne 
500 mL container •SOUR CREAM 
COTTAGE CHEESE ZZC. 4.69 
INSTANT COFFEE ^ *6.49
J ELLY POWDERS riZ:."3 89*
EVAPORATED MILK 
FABRIC SOFTENER ZroZ. 
TOMATO CATSU P bo.,.




' Of. IHtg! plis. •GREEN GIANT VEGETABLES;
QUAKER LIFE CEREAL *1.3






Town House Ploln, Gorllc,
Poltkl OgorkI 32 fl, oi. [909 mL] |or
VIVA TOWELS Atiorted Colours 2 L *V ?<1wm pkg. JL n£i^
> (Is oxt [940 ml] tini...
LAUNDRY DETERGENT Bo.
CLAMATO JUICE Mott's 1 Litre tin .
T.V. WEEK/FIJI FOR FOUR
n.i9
TETLEY TEA Package of 72’s 51 Ql' • • JL H 9# '













fi rpfun Raa 0 ">■ ^
UICCII wcailo Froien (907g) ^ bag
Brussels Sprouts 2
Seolch Buy Froien (90Tg] , . i ............ .................mm Uag




Kernel Corn tt Kr."
Bathroom Tissue





















I GrownLllKS C1.67 kg)...
THEREVIEW Page 11
^ g Q_ Grown
LtLtKY (63* kg),
49* CAULIFLOWER
B.C. Grown No. 2 Grade , ,
n n b Hubbard or Danish SQUASH B.C. Grown (42' kg)
lb.
B.C. Grown
4 CHOY SUEY MIX 
CARROTS
B.C. Grown
26 OZ. (737g) pkg. ea.
B.C. Grown
No. 1 Orodo (42c kfl] ,,., Ibt.r






U»od (or Froiton Brand Doijgli «aBREAD PAN
79« 
99*
TEA TOWELS ;::cr. “
Look at our selection of 
Ecko Country Garden Cookware
By Johnston & Johnston
Baby Powder
Baby Oil 4S.iKLCcnl.la.r V''
450 mL Contolnor
Prices effective Nov. 5 to 10 at
This Store will be closed Sunday November 11, Remembrance Day.
We resaive Uie tight to limit Quantities, Sales itt retail Quantities Only C ,A N A O A , 9 A' F E, W A Y L 1,6Vfi. f T E O,
iSHSiiiiiBa
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ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION HALL
(MILLS X RD.)
Sponsored by the 
















Peninsula poppy sales ‘best yet’
This year’s poppy sales 
on the peninsula will 
probably be “the biggest 
and best yet” according to 
Les Martin of the Royal 
Canadian Legion’s Saanich
Peninsula Branch No. 37. All the poppies and 
Martin said some 30,000 wreaths are made by 
poppies were supplied to disabled veterans and funds 
the Peninsula and only “a are then used to assist 
few hundred are left”. He veterans in need and their 
said more are on order. dependents.
Dr. T. Huberts 
is pleased to announce that
SIDNEY ANIMAL MEDICAL CLINIC 
(HOSPITAL)
is under the new ownership of Dr. B. Schmidt
Dr. Huberts and Dr. Schmidt will continue to serve you from 9838 - 5th Street in | 
Sidney. Call 656-3333 or 656-4223.
Hours will continue to be 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday and 9:00 
a.m. to noon Saturdays w'ith after hours emergency service.
..--f 4





TO FIGHT INFLATION 
IN NORTH SAANICH
Poppy for a pretty 
lady. Les Martin of 
the Royal Canadian 
Legion, Saanich 
Peninsula Branch 
No. 37 pins poppy 
on Vanessa Adair 
of the Bank of 
Montreal.
Silver Cross Mother Mrs. Mamie 
Riddell will be the first to place a wreath 
at the base of the war memorial when 
the traditional Armistice Day ceremony 
will take place in Sidney.
She will be followed by represen­
tatives of the Royal Canadian Legion, 
Army, Navy and Air Force Sidney unit, 
B.C. Chapter, Prisoners of War 
Association, armed forces of Canada, 
RCMP, legion auxiliaries and 
representatives from three levels of 
government including Hugh Curtis,
theM.L.A., who will represent 
provincial government.
Clubs, lodges and fraternal orders will 
all be represented as will Scouts, Guides, 
Cubs and Brownies.
The .salute will be taken at the parade 
by Earl Grant and Jack Pearson 
representing General Pearkes, V.C. who 
is unable to attend.
The parade will assemble on the 
Safeway parking lot at 10 a.m. where 
the ceremony will be held. Padre 
Sansom will officiate.
ANGLES FOR ANGLERS
The Sidney Anglers’ 
Association has arranged to 
have Mr. Jim Gilbert of 
Brentwood as their guest 
speaker at their upcoming 
general meeting, November 
12, 1979.
Gilbert has had a life-
RCKmEffiMME
ou can't, can you ’ Neither can we. And that, in a niii.shell, is the big,t!,evSt problem automobile insurance 
companies like ours have faced for years. Who ixiys liow mueb!
The traditional solution seemed logical en'ougb: calculate the number of aceiilents each grou/) was likely 
to be involved in-young and old,male and female, single and married, where tbev live-and charge ill! members of 
that group the same premium, dei'iending upon vehicle use,
M1tc trouble was, each group contained gootl^ilrivers and bad ilrivers,The system simply lumped them together, 
It.\V(i<^hm;d(niprohabiliUes,iKnii]di\nchk}ldiili(ic,C
I'bat's going to change, The Provincial Ctivernment has challenged du’ entire auto insurance industiy in ’ 
l^ritisb Columbia t« come up witli a new and non-discriminatory rating system, l.C, b.C.'s answer is 
Fundamental Auto Insurance Rating, We call it HA,I.R. Ik'cause it is fair.
TItc program will start to be phased in on March 1, 1980. First priority will be 
given to removing age, sex and marital status as factors in determining insurance 
premiums,Those changes will be made in the first two years, Geographic inequalities 
will Stan levelling out in 1980 and will be eliminated by 1985,
By March 1,1982 the basic idea will be in place: everyone will be innocent 
until proven guilty; everyone will be a safe driver until proven unsafe; everyone willbe 
entitled to a ba.se premium until they lo.se that right. *
But if cveiyone enjoys these rights, they must also share the resiioui 
bilities. That's why the new E A.l.lL program includes a Driver Accident 
Premium. The implementation of this Accident Premium will place tlie 
principal responsibility on the driver who causes accitlents,
Olwiously, any inogiam that sets a fair base premium is going to 
cost money. So who'll make up the differencerThe bulk of the 
money will eventually come from those who are responsible for accitienis 
They'll pay higher premium::.. And the move accidents they have, 
the more frequently they have them, the higher their premiums can go.
Isn't that the way it should be M’hat's F, A. 1, R,
Insurance Corporation of British Columbia
time association with 
salmon fishing through his 
occupations as a marina 
operator, tackle
manufacturer, and fishing 
guide, and will discuss two 
of his specialities; drift 
fishing, and coho fishing.
The Association will cilso 
be presenting trophies for 
the largest fish taken by
members during the past 
month. Recipient of the 
senior award will be Harvey 
Dubuc, who landed a 17 lb. 
15 OZ. Spring. Rodney 
Nunn claims the junior 
award with his 6 lb 9 oz 
fish.
The meeting will be held 
at the Hotel Sidney, at 7:30 




A petition signed by 115 
Deep Cove residents who 
are concerned about the 
safety of children on 
‘‘extremely hazardous” 
secondary roads in the area 
has been referred to North 
Saanich council’s planning, 
zoning, and land use 
committee for examination.
The petition, which came 
up at Monday night’s 
meeting, suggests that the 
municipality place “no 
passing” traffic lanes lines 
on Birch, Wain, Downey 
and Chalet Roads.
It also asks that council 
designate “a safe allowance 
pathway” for bicycles and 
pedestrians on Birch Road, 
Wain Road, and between 
the crosswalks north and 
south of Deep Cove 
Elementary School on West 
Saanich Road.
The petition also asks for 
a provision for alternate 
through traffic routing by 
upgrading Wain Road and
completing a west access 
opening, “thus relieving the 
growing commercial and 
local traffic pressures on 
Birch Road. .
Finally, the 115 person 
petition recommends the 
removal or relocation of the 
privately posted “Chalet” 
directional sign at the in­
tersection of Birch j and 
West Saanich'Rdad' * —
■“This sign could ad­
visedly be placed at the 
Tatlow and West Saanich 
intersection,’.’ .said the 
petition, “thtis diverting 
significant tourist traffic 
from Birch ‘ and the 
southern end, of Chalet 
Road.”
Though council members 
were reluctant' to comment 
on the petition. Aid. Eric 
Sherwood noted it “needs a 
good looking at.”
Meanwhile, Mayor 
George Westwood said 
council would have to leave 
any improvements until the 
1980 budget.
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and try and iron out difficulties.”
Parrott said his tactics would be 
‘‘discussion and negotiation rather than 
confrontation”. In addition, he ex­
plained that he supports the Agricultural 
Land Reserve and it disturbs him to see 
land being ‘‘pulled out of it”.
Parrott
He is also a supporter of the 
municipality’s control over water 
distribution. However, he declined to 
comment much further on other 
‘‘issues”.
‘‘When you’re green you can make all 
sorts 6f statements, but then find out things are quite different when you get in,” said Parrott.
For Julian Rangel, candidate for 
alderman in North Saanich, the up­
coming election is vital to the future of 
the community in that it will determine 
the council that will lead North Saanich 
into the 1980’s.
“In carrying out this awesome 
responsibility,” said Rangel, “1 believe 
there is room on council for vigorous 
new voices to provide intelligent long-
range planning which responds to the 
nceils of our community and the 
protection of our magnificent heritage.”
A Canadian Forces officer sviih 25 
years experience, Rangel is married with 
three school age children. Besides 
holding membership in the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital Society, he is 
currently serving on the board of the 
Juan de Fuca Hospital Society.
Rangel
As well, Rangel does not see “a single 
burning issue in this election”, but a
number of important challenges facing 
us.”
Some of those challenges include the 
maintenance and enchancement of the 
existing semi-rural nature of the 
municipality; fiscal control and 
responsible budgeting to keep taxes to a 
minimum; a secondary road im­
provement program; and a provision for 
a public boat landing for the west side of 
the district.
Ronald Ulmer, 45, is a two-year 
resident of North Saanich and is married 
with one young son. A semi-retired
businessman for the past 12 years, 
Ulmer works part-time in the summer 
months as a highway patrolman.
He is a member of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital Society and has 
experience on a town planning com­
mittee.
Ulmer does not believe there are any 
“issues” in the upcoming election, 
“because issues suggest controversy, 
and I don’t see any controversy.”
Ulmer
Rather, Ulmer sees “lots of jobs to be 
done”. He plans to “maintain our rural 
.setting, and work for a responsible 
budget,” in addition to upgrading the 
library to “an effective level.”
Included in his plans is a small float 
for the west side of the peninsula to 
provide for emergency and local resident 
drop-offs.
“A fresh viewpoint with a positive 
approach is what 1 hope to bring to 
council,” says Ulmer. He sees too much
UNGLAf^D
GARDENS
(next to Sidney Super Foods)
1 0 % OFF
Larger Ornamental 
Trees
®MAPLE ^MOUNTAIN ASH 
®BIRCH ®MANY OTHERS
Storting Nov. 7th
negativism on the current council which 
hinders work to be done.
“My philosophy is that people make 
policies and council puts them into 
effect,” he said, “rather than politicians 
making the policies and people suffering 
the effects.”
The viewpoint of a mother and a 
businesswoman would be an asset to 
North Saanich council, in the opinion of 
Mrs. Jacquie Wilson, who is a candidate 
forelection.
Recreational, environmental and 
rural amenities are important and ef­
fective, economical community services 
including fire protection, emergency and
health services and an intermediate care 
hospital.
Mrs. Wilson believes that a larger 
library building is a “must” for North 
Saanich and for Sidney and will work to 
provide this.
Wilson
A director of a limited company 
which she had helped direct for 10 years, 
the candidate has been a regular ob­
server at council meetings. She is able, at 
this time, she states, to devote the 
number of hours necessary to make a 
contribution to the welfare of the 
community in which she lives.
She has, at various times, been active 
on the community council, PTA, Boy 
Scouts and Girl Guides, and associated 
with several youngsters’ athletic teams.
^^Bayshore Family Restaurant
812 VKRDIKR, RRKNTWOOD BAY
FOR CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN - TAKE OUT
Open Daily at 11 a.m.
^5s-36S2, J03 Qup Reading every Thursday afternoon.
SIDNEY FIREPLACE
WOOD HEAT SPECIAUSTS
Serving Sidney & the Peninsula
SEE THE COMPLETE LINE FROM 
NORTH AMERICA'S LARGEST 
WOOD STOVE MANUFACTURER





Large & Small Animals
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Sidney, B.C.
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DR. EDMUND FORD
Of Portage LaPrairie, Manitoba 
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General Practice of Medicine
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PHYL, our Floral Designer at
HOLLOWAY’S 
SIDNEY FLORIST
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many silk and dried 
PHYL arrangements. ^ r
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experience in this matter will be of 
further benefit to the town.
Although much has been said the 
breakwater is still far from a reality. 
Mrs. Sowerby will urge that definite and 
positive steps be taken in the near future 
to further this cause. But it must be a 
reality which is acceptable to the people 
of Sidney.
Sowerby
A strong supporter of the work and 
accomplishments of community groups 
and organizations, the candidate would 
continue to doster volunteer services at 
every level.
Centra! Saanich Municipal Election, Sat., Nov. 17th
FOR CONTINUED SOUND RESPONSIBLE GOVERNMENT
Re-Efecf PERCY LAZARZ
For Alderman
I have maintained a constant interest in the 
Civic Affairs of Central Saanich for some 21 
years, having served you as an alderman for some 
12 years now, providing the service residents of 
our Municipality should expect from the elected 
representatives.
I am presently a member of most Council 
Committees and Chairman of Public Works and 
Fire Committies.
Election Day is Sat., Nov. 17th
. Keating Elementary School 
®Brentwood Elementary School 
®Central Saanich Municipal Hall 
®Time: 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
•Advance Poll: Municipal Hall 
15 & 16- 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
•All Candidates Meeting Wed. Nov. 14, 
at Stellys School, 8:00 p.m.
TOWN OF SIDNEY
NOTICE of POLL
PUBLIC NOTICE is hereby given to the electors of the Municipality aforesaid that 
a poll has become necessary at the election now pending and that I have granted such 
poll; AND FURTHER, that the persons duly nominated as candidates at the said 
election for whom only votes will be received are:




















9490 Grcenglade Road, Sidney 
2245 Jarnc.s White Blvd., Sidney 
2081 Weiler Avenue, Sidney 
lOnLMclissa Street, Sidney 
2010 Courser Drive, Sidney 
2087 Vallis Place, Sidney 
9.t76 Lochside Drive, Sidney 















20:G Courser Drive, Sidney Salesman
8.120 Alec Road, Central Saanich hesenreh Scientist
Such poll will be opened at the Sidney Filcinentary School, Henry Avenue and 7th 
Street, Sidney, B.C. on Saturday, the 17ih day of November, 1979, between the 
hours of 8 n.m. and 8 p.m.
An advanced poll will be held al the Town Hall, 2440 Sidney Avenue, Sidney, on 
Wednesday, the 14th of November, 1979, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m, 
for those electors who expect to be absent from the Town on Polling Day or, 
through circumstances beyond their control will not be able to attend the Poll on 
Polling Day; or arc, for reasons of conscience, prevented from voting on Polling 
Day.
Every person is hereby required to take notice of the above and govern himself 
accordingly.





While he supports a second language 
option for students who want to widen 
their linguistic accomplishments, Don 
Hacker, a candidate for Saanich school 
district board of trustees, is against 
French immersion. He sees it as a 
potential divisive and discriihinating 
force in the community.
Careful consideration to opinion and 
input from all sections of the school 
district will be a primary rule for Hacker 
who sees himself, as a non-professional, 
as a balancing force on the board.
Hacker
Hacker retired from the RCAF in 
1978 after 30 years of service in the 
ranks and as an officer. His specialty 




TO FIGHT INFLATION 
IN NORTH SAANICH
The candidate has served one year as a 
member of council in a small com­
munity and has been responsible for the 
establishment and operation of a small 
nursery school. Effective management 
of the school system will be a priority 
item for Hacker if elected.
the district have an education that 
provides both the essential skills they 
■ will need as adults and, at the same time, 
encourages their natural enthusiasm to 
learn, to challenge and to be creative.
2. That programs and facilities be 
provided to accommodate the diverse 
needs, abilities and interests of different 
children and especially those with 
handicaps.
^ Over the y^rs there have been many ^
improvements in Funeral service and it is 
wise to choose McCalVs, For dignified 
service, up-to-date facilities and long 
experience. One-level convenience, air- 





A resident of the area for'five years 
with his wife and two children, Roy 
Hyndman, a research scientist at the Pat 
Bay Oceanograph Institute, took a 
vacant place on the board of trustees of 
Saanich School District after a by- 
election for the mayorality in Sidney.
Four concerns for education held by 
Dr. Hydman are: 1. That all children in
3. That all of the people involved in 
education work as a team to improve the 
quality of education in the district — 
teachers, administrators, trustees and 
parents.
4. That the cost to taxpayers be kept 
to the minimum required for high 
quality education. Tax restraint is 
particularly important in the district 
because of the large number of retired 
people on fixed income.
MORE CENTRAL SAANICH
Continued from Page 6
For School Board
Mrs. Esther Galbraith, candidate for 
second term ns trustee Saanich school 
district board; ;
“1 feel that it takes two years before a 
school trustee becomes effective and I 
would like a^swohd term in office to put { 
my experi^^^dto work in the service of 
the school district. ?
Galbraith
“I have taken an interest in the many 
and complex transportation problems in 
Saanich school district and would like to 
help bring some order and resolution in 
this department. It is a continuing and 
difficult problem in this school district 
and I feel my experience will be useful.
“I have taken a stand against French 
immersion programs in Saanich district 
for several well-thought-out reasons. I 
feel that the number of children in­
volved is not large and that the present 
French-teaching program is com­
prehensive and effective.
“It should also be noted that a 
generous transportation allowance is 
paid to parents who want to take their 
children to Victoria for French- 
immersion training there. 1 feel that 
French-immersion will have the effect of 
establishing two segregated school 
patterns within the same system.”
A principal reason why Vittorio Preto 
is seeking a seat on the Saanich School 
District board of trustees is because he is 
concerned about the delminanlzation of 
education. A father of three the 
geologist is atixious about the gulf which 
seems to be yawning between the 
provincial department of education, the 
.school trustees, the icachets and the
pupils.
“1 don’t know if there is any way of 
bridging these gaps,” says Preto, “but I 
think it is an obligation to do what one 
can and, in my case, 1 have the time and 
interest to act on the board of trustees.
Preto
Of Italian extraction, Preto is also 
concerned about youngsters having the 
option of more than one language. 
Speaking of French immersion, he 
deplores the fact that such issued 
become involved with politics. They are 
not political matters, he feels,
A Ph.D from McGill University, 
Preto is deeply concerned that young 
people today get as much education ns 
they arc able to assimilate. He feels that 
a closer union between trustees, teachers 
and students is one way to bring this 
about.




TO CONTINUE WORKING 
FOR YOU ON
CENTRAL SAANICH COUNCIL
FOR ALDERMAN Phono 652-4365
ANNOUNCEMENT
HUGH HOLLINGWORTH
Mr. Cornell Babie, President, is pleased to announce 
the appointment of Mr. Hugh Hollingworth to New 
Car Sales Manager effective November 1st, 1979,
Mr. Hollingworth has over 7 years experience in the 
automobile business, and has been Grand Sales 
Master for the past two years at Cornell Chcv-Olcls 
Ltd.
mo Douglas St. 385-S777
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmBmmmwmmmem.
THE
"FULL TIME MAYOR 
SYNDROME"
l have attempted over the years to discourage the 
thinking that the small community of North Saanich 
requires a “Full Time Mayor.” Inevitably “Full 
Time Mayors” become convinced in their own minds 
that their time justifies a full time salary,
However, apart from that aspect, tltc presence of a 
“Full Time Mayor” endlessly prowling the corridors 
would be disastrous to the morale of tltc ad­
ministration. Gradually the distinction between 
policy and its implementation would become in­
creasingly blurred through over involvement in nil 
aspects of the municipal function.
Such nn individual would be prone to lose his per­
spective and become increasingly burenucrntlc and 
pompous us a false sense of power developed and 
became irnnslated Into autocratic actions at the 
council level, 'I'hc council members would then fed 
fnisiratcd to the detriment of properly debated 
decisions.
In tny opinion a person actively engaged in business 
or holding a Job while also acting as mayor retains a 
more balanced perspective regurdhiR community 
thinking and community aspirations, and is also far 
less prone to becoming a victim of Parkinson's Law.
JOHN C. LAPHAM








programs, where French is 
used as the language of 
instruction, are proving to 
be effective means of 
producing bilingual 
students, according to Dr. 
Nick Ardanaz, director of 
French program services for 
the ministry of education, 
science and technology.
Thirteen B.C. school 
districts offer both early 
immersion, which is in­
troduced in kindergarten or 
Grade 1, and also late or 
secondary immersion, the 
former in the final 
elementary years and the 
latter in secondary school. 
One additional district gives 
late immersion only.
Ardanaz said that late 
immersion programs, with 
secondary school follow­
up, are likely to provide 
students with “instrumental 
bilingualism”, a new term 
referring to the ability to 
use French and com­
municate adequately within 
a predictable or familiar 
situation.
“Early immersion with 
secondary immersion 
follow-up is likely to 
provide students with 
‘functional bilingualism’ 
which represents a higher 
level of oral proficiency and 
enables a student to par­
ticipate more easily in 
French conversation.”
Immersion programs are 
quite distinct from the
French core curriculum 
programs (le programme 
cadre de Francais) launched 
in 12 school districts this 
fall, in which the entire 
elementary core curriculum 
is taught in French to 
children of francophone 
parents who are at home 
with the language.
Late immersion differs 
from school to school. In 
some cases the balance is 
maintained between the 
languages. In others, 
language arts may be taught 
in English and all other 
subjects taught in French. 
Where secondary im- 
iTiersion is uvailable, three 
of seven periods are likely 
to be in French.
Ardamaz said he an­
ticipates a rapid increase in 
the use of secondary im­
mersion programs for 
students with a background 
of either early or late im­
mersion, and eventually a 
substantial increase in the 
degree of bilingualism in 
Ihe province.
Ardamaz said a 
curriculum committee is 
now working on a regular 
elementary course that will 
be articulate with the 
compulsory Grade 8 course. 
It is expected to be available 
for 1981. A ministry- 
authorized elementary 
immersion course is also 
being prepared and is 
expected to be ready next 
September.
Claude Butler looks on as new four axle cement
It’s all about granny and how to help A special gift — also suitable 




Sidney RGMP have sent 
out a special request to area 
r^jj;knfe..,:,tp help:, locate 
those Responsible for 
placing “dangerous ar­




The warm greeting of 
your Welcome Wagon 
ho.sto,s,s with "The Most 
I'amoii.s Basket in the 
World" will introduce 
you to our community 
aiul .start you on the 
way Inward new and 
lasting I'riimdships.










An RCMP spokesman 
said already there have been 
four vehicles involyed in 
separate accidents while on 
the way to the B.C. Ferry 
terminal. Each of the ac­
cidents has. resulted in 
“serious damage” to the 
vehicles.
“One was a near serious 
accident,” reported the 
spokesman. He explained 
that police were in pursuit 
of a motorcycle when they 
observed a large cement 
water pipe on the side of the 
road.
“Before another police 
vehicle could get to the 
area, persons unknown had 
put the cement water pipe 
on the highway and it was 
.struck by another vehicle,” 
said the spokesman.
RCMP .said had the pipe 
been placed on the road just 
a few minutes earlier, the 
motorcycle driver could 
have been .seriously injured.
RCMP have asked that if 
the public sees any “strange 
actions" to contact them at 
656-3931,
“You could look at this 
way,” said Ruth Arnaud, 
co-ordinator of the Saanich 
Peninsula Association 
homemaker service. “If 
granny is sick or han­
dicapped or just plain tired, 
she can stay at home and we 
will see that she is looked 
after.”
Because there has been 
such a demand since the 
service started in May, Mrs. 
Arnaud, who is a public 
health nurse, will get an 
assistant. Louise Cole, a 
trained social worker, will 
join the staff of 20 workers 
who cover the peninsula 
area.
When the program was 
started in May, said Mrs. 
Arnaud, long-term care, a 
division of the provincial 
d ep a r t m e n t : o f h e a 11 h, 
agreed to pay , the' ad- 
ministrative costs for a 
part-time worker. If the 
service built up to more 




months the demand for the 
service was so great that not 
only was the 1,000-hour 
mark passed but close to 
2,000 hours of service 
logged. Mrs. Arnaud and 
Mrs, Cole will split the 
duties of the full-time 
administrator between 
them.
Ninety per cent of the 
duties of the homemakers 
arc with old people, Mrs. 
Arnaud .says. It consists of 
keeping their charges and 
their living quarters clean 
and comfortable and doing 
anything else which will 
make life easier for old 
people who are living alone.
There is a three-way 
benefit from the service. 
Not only arc the old people
made more comfortable, 
but their relatives, who are 
often worried about their 
welfare, are relieved and, of
course, the homemakers 
receive employment for 
which they are paid — 
modestly.
Passing the l,0(X)-haur 
service mark was a 
milestone and the close 
approach to the 2,000-hour
mark is another. The 
service is, it seems, firmly 
established and is filling an 
urgent need.
REASONABLE RA TES 
656-5333
Automation for local phones
U. C . Telephone 
customers on the Saanich 
Peninsula whose numbers 
begin with 652 will no 
longer have to give their
home tiumbcrs to an 
operator when direct- 
dialling long distance fcall.s, 
Cast omer service 
manager Bert Parker said 
that from Monday, the new 
service, called aiitomatit 
number identification, 
would be used by customers 
bn the 652 exchange who 


















by Anthony Cave Brown
The Single Most Important Book of World War II
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2444 Beacon Ave. 














Comfortable 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. Only 9-years- 
old. Separate laundry and 
storage room. Convenient 
location.
: , : NEW LISTING:
Terrific 3 bdrm. house with 
a complete suite in the 
basement. Beautifully land­
scaped grounds. Seaview. 
$79,500.
NOW $140,000 
7.50 acre property just 
south of Sidney. Not:only 
are there seaviews but there 
is also a part of the property 
on the ocean. 3 bdrm. 
bungalow. MLS.
SPLIT LEVEL, ■ : . 
Well-built 3 bdrm. home on 
a quief cul-de-Sac .There are 
many extras that make this 
home an excellent buy at 
$67,500. MLS.
BUILDING LOT 
.5 acre lot at Ardmore and 
Falkirk. Well is already in. 
Passed: perc test in 1976. 






2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL ESTATE 
INSURANCE
SEA & MOUNTAIN 
VIEWS
Move right into this 4th 
floor condominium and 
enjoy the great views of the 
Gulf Islands from the living 
room and mountain views 
from the bedrooms. 
Beautifully carpeted LR & 
DR, with thermopane glass 
door leading to delightful 
balcony. Convenient 
kitchen with dishwasher, 
fridge, and range. This 
building has many common 
area features such as 
Jacuzzi, sauna, workshop 
etc. For further in­
formation about this brand 
new condominium and 
other suites in the same 
building please give us a 
call.
HELP!
Due to the present demand 
for housing we are in great 
need of residential listings 
in the $50 - $70,000 range. 
For immediate action in 




AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 3 
bedroom apt., families preferred, no 
pots. References on request. 656- 
5116ofter6 p.m. ^5
CLEAN. COZY 2 BEDROOM
bungalow, no pots. Vi block off 
Beacon. $300 per month, 1 year 
leose. References required. Box 45- 
A. The Review. P.O. Box 2070, 
Sidney. B.C. V6L 3S5. . 45
MISC. FOE SALE
DIVORCE! $100 PLUS FILING FEES.
Obtoin your unconfesled divorce* - 
fosl • over iho telephone. Our forms 
and typing services ore lawyer op 
proved. Coil Sell-Counsel Services 
toll free 1 12.800-663-3D35. Chargex 
ond A^ostorcharqe accepted. 47-tl
NEW. THREE BEDROOMS. TA both.
fireplace, no pets. Must hove 
reference. $435 per month. Phone 
656-4066.
SIDNEY. 1,200 SQ. FT. Available 
immediotoly, light Industriol or 
warehousing, 12' overhead door. 
656-3110.4 5
NEW 000 SQ. FT. OFFICE SPACE for 
rent at $3.50 per sq. ft. Corner of 
Mills Road and McDonald Pork Rd. 
656-7201. 47
BUTLER BROTHERS SUPPLIES LTD. hos 
a number of storage lots for rent. 
Each unit lOO'xISO’ will be fcmcod to 
requirements of tonont. Secluded 
oreo off Keating X Rood. Phone J.S. 
Forquhor 652-1121 for detoils.^
SANDOWN MOTEL NOW RENTING 
weekly and monthly. Furnished 
deluxe bachelor oportments with 
kitchenettes. Beautiful Brentwood 




FAMILY WITH TWO CHILDREN 
requires unfurnished house for nine 
months. Deep Cove area 
references available. 656-4087 . 45
SINGLE WORKING MAN requires 
furnished room with cooking 
focilities near airport or in Sidney. 
Phone Don 656-2961 after 6 p.m. 45
>i:sc. FOR SALE
OPENHOUSE 
Sat. & Sun. 2-4 p.m.
'at
Vista Del Mar 
im>16 Third St. 
Several brand new suites 
available, take this one for 
example — 2 bdrms, wall to 
wall carpet, colored ap 
pliances, view, beautifully 
decorated, thermoglass 
sliding door to balcony. All 
this for only $46,900. Will 
consider Trades.
Realtor inquiries welcome.
■ WATERFTIONT LOT^; 
TreedihalLaere lot with 90’ 
pf ''tI waterfrontage. 
Sheltered. Good view. Near 
marina, airport and ferry.
. : - SELLING?? : - -
LIST WITH US!!






DOORS. B.C.'s lowest prices. Pre­
hung interior, $19.90: solid exterior 
prehung, $49; panelled doors. $39; 
Deadbolt lock. $9.90: closet bi-folds. 
$13.90. Canada's largest selection. 
Write or phono for further in- 
formotion: Wolker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Morino Dr., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 
1589 Gordon Ave., North Vancouver, 
B.C.V7P3A5. tf
DOORSI B.C.'s lowest prices! 
Prehung interior. $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehimg. $49; panelled doors. 
S39; deadbolt locks, $9.90: closet bi­
folds, $11.90: Canodo's largest 
selection. Write or phone for further 
informotion Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Morino Dr.. Von- 
couver V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 1589 







Basement and clean-up jobs. Phone 
&52-4035.37-11
n I ■„ ■
SIDNEY 
RENTALS LTD.
9773 - Sth S(.
656-5541
The largesi one stopj 
la|uipmcnl Kciiial Yard on 
llic Saanich Peninsula.i| 
Anihori/cd dealer for,| 
.,TORO, l.AWNBOY and j
'snapper. '






tNCORPORATE! $100 PLUS FILING 
FEES. Incorporate yourself • fast 
over the teleplione. Our forms and 
typing services are lawyer approved 
Cali Self Counsel Services toll free 
1 12 800-663 3035. Chorgex and 
Mosierchorge opproved. 47-tf
WORLD'S BEST McIntosh and 
Sporton apples at form prices. 
Oldfield Orchard, 6286 Oldfield 
Rood. Phone 652-1010. tf
ALBERTA GRAIN-FED BEEF 
For information phone Bob at 381- 
6^1. . 29-lf
SAANICH ORCHARDS 
Freshly picked apples ot form prices. 
Open doily. Phone 652-2009. 38-ll
LADY'S 5-SPEED BICYCLE, 
condition. $65. 656-5140. 45
BERKLINE GREY RECLINER CHAIR, cost 
$229 in Moy 79.vFor a quick sale, 
moying $75. 656:1314.
1970 FORD STATION WAGON, needs 
body^’Work'.eond:- somei^mechonical 
work, offers. 656-1666. ^ 45
MEN^S^si INCH APOLLO 10-SPEED
with fenders and lights, excellent 
condition, $100: Garrard 2025TC 






3 bedrooms, 1'/: baths, 
compact kitchen, 
livingroom has patio doors 
lending to good sized lawn. 
Fenced corner unit, large 
storage shed. Selling at 





from this large, well-kept 
home. Silting on two 
5.5x100 foot lots in Sidney, 
House has 1,484 sq, ft. on 
one floor. With 3 BRs, 
large kitchen with built-in 
oven & counter-top stove, 
deck from dining room, 
living room with fireplace k 
a family room. The full 
basemem Is drywallcd & 
ready for development. 
You’ll find many extras 
llnoughout. Close to parks 
and shopping. Priced at 
$69,900. To view call:
DARLENE PEDERSEN 
656-3924 656-1881
CLOSE TO BliACII 
$57,000
Attractive four year old 
home on quiet street, Close 
to shopping and nil 
amenities. Full high 
basement with room for 
development. Living room 
with rireplnce, dining room, 
eating area in kitchen, 
Sundeck oH kitchen. 
Fenced back yard with fruit 
trees,








TATLOW & LAUREL 
V4 - 1 ac. parcels on south 




Unique .7 nc. property 
onCurlcis Point, with 
magnificent seaview. Level 





2 lots 54x100 level, cleared, 
close to Beacon. $79,000. 
KurvIDrowl 656-2427
SEA VIEW 
Large 5 bedroom family 
home .set on .48 acre lot. 
Municipal water and well. 
Full bsmt, 2 fireplaces. 
Offered at $99,900.
1 M.L.S.
I Hen Richardson 656-69SB
OLDER TYPE STOVE ft FRIDGE, pair 
$75. Evenings 10299 Gabriola Place, 
Sidney (no phone installed). 45
SHIELD'S ENGLISH BIKE, lody's, good 
condition, $95. Phone 652-3123. 45
BABY CARRIAGE, $35: baby walker, 
$10; kitchen table and chair, $30; 
iloor lamp, $15; coffee table, $5; 4- 
drawer chest, $60; plants, etc. Phone 
656 6116. - 45
MEAT BAND SAWS. Ideal saws for 
home economists or big game 
hunters. For more Inlormollon 
contact; Taylor Industries Ltd., Box 
1365, Mollort, Sask. Phone 306.752. 
4219,  45
1949 CAT 950, grapple and bucket, 
good tiros. ROPS. Serviced and roody 
to go — Cronbrook — $47,500; 1976 
Clark 667 grapple skidder; 24.5x32, 
70*/, Urns, fully enclosed cab, law 
hours — Portland. Ore, —- $37,500. 
1975 Komatsu D55s, standard bucket, 
fully onclosod cab, 80% U/C, ex- 
colloni condition — Vancouver ~ 
$34,500. 1975 Komolsu D6SS. 24" tree 
shear, buckol, bush guordod, low 
hours, new U/C — Prince Ocxjigo - - 
$63,000. Phone324-2446 or 053.0950. 
45
HUMMEL FIGURES ond plates; Royal I 
Dalton Figures and Toby Jugs also j 
jMilitaria Swords. Bayonets, Badges I 
ond Medols. 383-0405; 386-0911. 16-tt j
WAYNE’S WAGON WHEEL STORE, 
7174 West Saanich Rd. Brentwood 
Bay, B.C. 652-3321. Buy ■ Sell • Trade. 
New - used items. 27-tl
HELP WANTIS, •
LADIES AND GfcNlLEMEN, pari and'
full time help needed in Sidney ond 
Brentwood Area. Earn above 
overage wages. Phone 478-9566. 24- 
tf ^
FULL ADMINISTRATIVE secretory- 
bookkeeper. Responsibilities: 
Oversee books, supervise part-time 
bookkeeper, secretary to school 
board administrator, office manager.
Q u o i if i cOi^ion s : acredited.
bookkeeper, well-orgonized, ability 
to deal with information In con­
fidential manner, ability to write 
administrative corrospon donee, 
ability to stoy calm under pressure 
and ability to get along well with 
people. Starting salary $12,000 per 
year. Applicotions — deliver resume 
with three references to Saanich 
Indion School Board, 7449 W. Saanich 
Road, or mall to Soonich Indian 
School Boord, P.O. Box 368, Brent­
wood Boy, B.C. VOS 1 AO. All can­
didates will be screened during the 
week of Nov. 12. 45
NURSING PERSONNEL REQUIRED 
irhmediotely. All areas, full time and' 
Tojlef, Contoct: Mission i Memorial 
Hospital, 7324 Hurd St., Mission, B.C. 
y2V 3H5. Phone 826-6261; Eligibility 
for RNABC registration required. 45 
THE BLUE ARMY REQUlREib qualified
plumber, , electrician and drywaller 
for the Sidney area. Phone 385-7755. 
'45 -■'..'■Vvv" ^ .v'.
WANTED — HOMEMAKERS. Mature 
persons with own transportation and 
good housekeeping skills willing to 
do some weekend work heeded to 
oct as members of the heolth core 
team serving the Soanich Peninsula. 
Please coir656-5054 . 46
DOORS! B.C.'S LOWEST PRICES!
Prohung interior, $19.90; solid ex­
terior prehung, $49: ponolled doors, 
$39: deadbolt locks, $9.90; closet 
bifolds. $13.90. Conoda's largest 
selection. Write or phone for further 
information Walker Door Ltd., 266- 
7211. 1366 S.W. Marine Dr.. Van­
couver. V6P 5Z9 or 985-9714, 1589 






Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all' 
orders. Phone 656-4754
12 LEFT. BRAND NEW Metal 
nowstofiids, never used, set upfor 15c 
but con be chonged. Ideal for 
community newspopers. We hove 12 
of these newstonds lor sole ot $100. 
each. Write Times Printing and 
Publishing, 1422 Pembroke Ave.. 
Norlh Vancouver V7P 251 or phone 
980-7531 days, 922-7761 evenings. 13-
♦f
EARN $100 TO $200 in your spare 
time. Meet interesting people and 
show quality products. Choose your 
hours. For details write FULLER 
BRUSH COMPANY. /205.1899 
Willingdon Avo,, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 
5T1 orphono294-1S12. 47
FRASER LAKE SAWMILLS LTD. 
requires BENCHMEN and SAWFILERS 
to work In a now modern sawmill 
complex located at LEJAC (op- 
proximotely 3 miles east of Fraser 
Lake, D.C.). This is a 2*shift 
operutioh. Successful opplicants con 
start work immediately. Replies to be 
directed to: Gorry Townsend, 
General Manager, Fraser Lake 
Sawmills Ltd., Box 100, Fraser Lake, 
B.C.VOJISO. 45
mmmm
THE TILLICUM LODGE fall bazaar will 
be held on Sot., Nov. 17 from 1:30 to 
3:30 p.m. at. the lodge, 4481 
Interurbon Rood. Tea will be served 
and items for solo include home­
baking, pionts, arts & crafts, books, 
children's toys and clothing. 
Everyone is welcome." ' 45 .
SAANICH PJO^i^l^SOCIETY annual
tea in the"''‘^Pibhoer Museum, 
Saanichton Fairgrounds. Sundoy, 
Nov. 11 . Admission and tea $1. 45
CHRISTWIAS BAZAAR a TEA; St Paul's 
United Church, ^ 5th and Malaview. 
Saturdoy, Nov. 17. 2-4 p.m. Home 
baking, knitting, plants, novelties, 
white elephant. 46
luTOS 6 BdATT”’
JEEP PARTS, CONVERTIBLE TOPS. All 
Jeops 1941 to 1979. Huga stock, 
lowest prices, lost service. Gemini 
Soles, 4736 East Hostings St., Bur­
naby, B.C. V5C 2K7. Phono 294-2623. 
45
LAW CENTRE — ItGAl AID CLINIC, 
Mondays, 1;45 lo 4:30 p.m. 
Appointmenis only. Phone 656-1247. 
30-tl
I tl I '   rjimiii I   in  Ill III ,I«H.||. ill, e;
BUS. CPrORTUNITIES'
FAST FOODS DAIRY QUEEN.
Excellent returns. Hl-way location. 
Sunny South Okonagon business and 
equipment, only $160,000. Contoct 0. 
Jenkins, Dynamic Realty, Box 1499, 
Oliver, B.C. VOH 1T0. Phono 498- 
3401,4^5
BAKERY. WELL-ESTABLISHED bakery 
in Okanagan Volley. For sole by 
owner. Write E. Aspe, R.R. 0}. 
Osoyoos, B.C. VOH IVO. Phone 495- 
6632. 45
EARN A SECOND INCOME. Learn 
income tax preporotion at home. For 
free brochure write U & RTox School,
1345 Pembina HIghwoy, Winnipeg.
Mon. R3C1K2. No obligation. 45 
LICENSED FR^CHISE RESTAURANT.
Price includes building and equip­
ment. Excellent volume, tidy, and 
neat. Enquire Zodioc Realty, Box 
2460, Creston, B.C. VOB 1G0. 45
BAKERY a COFFEE SHOP — thrlv[ng
business — excellent returns — 
includes building and equipment. 
$190,000. Coll Welter Laidlaw 679- 
3963. (evenings) 679-3224. Fowiie 
Nicholson Reoity, Chase, B.C. VOE 
IMP.« 
QuTcIgiLVER CAR CARE has Iran-
chises available in B.C. Booming, 
fast-growing business, $1,500 in­
vestment required. For further in­
formation write: Q.C.C., 621 Colllng- 
; wood Drive, Kamloops, B.C. V2B 6BB.
I  46
ATTENTION PLUMBERS. Looking for 
second-yeor opprenticeship. Will do 
plumbing while waiting. 652-1593.
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
yeor-round. using on aluminum ond |i 
glass greenhouse! Write for free % 
brochure to B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders. 7323 - 6th St.. Burnaby, B.C. 
V3N 3L2. ____  47 |
Unattached? |
and led up with the discos and clubs 
ond Ihe “Plostic” people you've been \ 
meeting??? , j-
If so. toke the first step to sociol \ 
happiness by calling us.
VICTORIA
[ 332-4434 or 302-5122
PERSONALIZED 
DATING SERVICE
See our television ads on Chonnels 5 
& 12, 36-13
AVON - To buy or sell, call 384-7345.
41 -If
INCORPORATE! $100 -f filing f^v
We prepare your incorporotion 
papers over the phone —- fast. For 
more information coll THE LAW- 
SHOPPE of JACK D. JAMES, M.B.A. 
LLB, toll-free 112-800-663-3035 (in 
Vancouver area, call 687-2442). 
Chargex and Mosterchorge
Mayor Norma Sealey, of Sidney, was 
among the officials from municipalities 
across Canada who attended a conference 
conducted by Emergency Planning Canada 
at the Federal Study Centre at Arnprior, 
Ontario, from October 15 to 18.
W
§
By W. W. HUNT-SOWREY
Each year Nov. 1! rolls around, but 
the reason for this holiday is somewhat 
different than that of most holidays. 
Like Dominion Day it marks an 
historical event: on July 1 we celebrate 
our beginnings as a nation.
But on Nov. !1 we remember those 
who died to maintain that nationhood.
For more than four years before the 
11th hour of the !!th day and month in 
.!918 we fought the bloodiest war in our 
history. -x
Canadians had freely volunteered to 
maintain our nationhood, but too many 
would lie forever in the fields of foreign 
welcomed. 38-tti countries, broken and mangled. Almost
, DIVORCE! $100 d- filing tees. We ^ ;a quarter Of thosc .who fought in the
LOST e FOlIllll
EXPERIENCED MUSHROOM PICKERS
lor Control Saanich oroa. Good 
wages lor oxporloncod picker, Apply 
lo 205-3400 Douglas 51., Victoria, 3B2- 
4274, 45
PORTABLE STEEL TIE-MILL, complule 
III) hood sow, power unil, (on- 
voyor. On wheels, easily moved. 
Phono 936-1364 evenings, 
CRIB a MATTRESS, cor bed, ploy pen,
trcidlo, ihongo loblu, uit. 656 5261.
5 '
PAT BAY LOTI
Vi ucro lots, lOO'xaiS' now on tole. 
Mills Hood of Weil Snonlch Rood. City 
wul«i, Paved roads. View of Pot Day 
Coll floy Oemthuk, Moolko Really 
3I!»-6J7» Io<ol39n0. 41
DIRICT FROM RUILUIR 
If end New 
SS#,«0
Three Ndroomi, corpoil, Thermo 
Windows, Heovy insulollon 
Heeliloior tlreploce, two blocks from 
shopping, live ynor woironly. lor 
more Inlormofion phone Mike 6S6 
4066 or Vic 656-4003 anyllme. 4B
mi ESTATE
.mmr:
M OF i* MALI . Weddings. meetings 
Donres, Ponies,, etc. For wove In
aPFICI OR RETAIL IPACI AVAIlADtl 
Oclober Isl, 400 sg. Il,, second llnor 
otjove lofonre Dominion Dank 656 
1HI. J/.,)
lOPA, $40i MAHOGANY bedroom 
suilt, $100. Phone evenings 652- 
3005. 45
WHITE PROIT-FREI EIDE-BY-tlDE
relrlgerolor-lroeior, 17 cu, II., good 
condition. 636-71il4, 45
FmiwooDTspiiT I oiiTvitiEo'.lTo'Q
big pick-up lood, 652-41170, 45
WORK WANTED
YOUNG WOMAN WILL DO
HOUSEWORK ond or bobysilling 
mornings in the Sidney oreo only. 
Mornings till 3 p.m,, Monday to 
trldoy, Coll656-6323 . 45
1»r/ 3'I YARD VOLVO FRONTENO 
LOADER, excallenl condlllon. c/w 
bucket or grapple, $56,000, 30D 
Bucyrus-Erle dragline, c/w buckol 
end Inlrlood. good condlllon, 
$30,000; I yard Hyhoa hydraulic 
excovoior, nvcellont condlllon, 
$60,000; 300 super crane drnglino, 
good condlllon. Coll days Drlcin 374- 
4406, evenings 374-9KIO. _ ___ 45
SAVE OVER TOt’ EACH on nuliltloui 
mocks lor dods or school lunchns, 
Delicious 'Nut N Seed" Poll mix, 
Regular '2Vc. Direct wholntolo oiler, 
24 pockogns $4.50 poilpold. 
Anderson Wholesale, 1055 5alhlrk, 
Kamloopi, BX, V2B iy4. __ 45
tears, c/w 1973 Columbia 51-100 
•coles. 1972 Hayes clipper 350, 13- 
•peed, 44 reors c/w, 1997 Broniwond 
SI-lOO •i.nloi. 191'B Ford 534 gas c/w 
light steel box, 1977 I.FI.C, 74370 
tlV9JI, 10,000 miles on labullt 12515 
Pons,, $5 HD RTF 3fl0 new wolking 
beams, nlr-condillon, A-| sliope, 
$33,000, Phone cloys 374-4406, 
iivenlngsfd 374-1194 2, Dean 374-7019, 
» .45
AIRCRAFT FOR SALE. 1961 F I metal 
1315 TT5N, Full panel, tudio. beot-on, 
landing llghls. New pnini, prop, 
Showroom comllilon. Phone I142- 
6269, Box too, New Hotellon, B.C, 45
NEW AND aooti USED Fl 
AttOWFRICH.
HUY-StU-YRAOt
SeeiHM slrxkot Wogon Wheels. 




I Vrill BABYSIT in my homo, Sonshury 
school orOQ, Coll Nancy - 656-7034.
4 5. '
GENERAL HOUSEHOLD REPAIRr’s
renovations. Roosonoble roles. Poe 
tonsulPiiiottr Call John ol 532-1933 6-
___________ __
ountR$’’~RiNYwFD7’’'l:c
i.nnnriii'.t. niuininum gulints oml 
flownpl(i<>s, Older tounpy podiismoit. 
4711-37911. _ _ 311 4
TO?piNO“'''AND''*'FAuTno" TReI.S, 
Cleanup, poo osllmolos. Coll 3115- 
747t;oHrir6p,m.3llB-7607. 39-ll
TYPING DONE IFl MY HOME 
Hetuontihin ruins, PiompI service; 
lelluis, slolemenls. mornrictlpls. 
r,tr Phntrn nelnrnc nl 652 2621 ut 
652 4649, 2f|.||
GARDEN Er.RVlYlTY'Trmiiigr'S'ur'” 
Von 5thuckmiinn. 6'J6'1990, 30-1|
LOST; ONE ORANGE FEMALE kitlen, 
2nd Spool oreo. Day phono 656-5555, 
evenings 656-5979 . 45
BUSINESS PEAGOWALS
CUSTOM-MADE FORMICA kitchen 
ond bothioom coblnets. 656-6805 . 45 
NEED A DIVORCE? For (reo in- 
foirnollon on losl. prolesslonol. 
Inexpensive lawyer-designed sor- 
vices, coll Vancouver Divorce Ser­
vice, 736-26D4 or coll loll-lroo 112- 
aoO-663-9156, code 211. 4 5
H J H HORNED HEREFORD sole, Nov. 
14. 1 p.m, Colgoiy, Alio., Exhibition 
Grounds, 73 bulls. 71 boilers, For 
Inlormollon, Ron Honson 94B-4141, 
Stun Jones 274-9263 . 45
PETG B UVEGTOCK
prepore your divorce'papers over ihe 
phone fast. For more informotion 
coll THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES. M.B.A., LLB, toll-free 112- 
800-663-3035 (in Vancouver orea call 




Mrs. Margaret Tangye 
was appointed by the board 
of trustees of the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, at the 
regular meeting, to fill a 
vacancy left by the 
resignation of J.E. Browne. 
Mrs. Tangye was also 
elected to the position of 
chairman of the nominating 
committee.
Administrator of the 
hospital, J. Stevens, 
reported to the board on the 
“Evaluation of Patient 
Care” seminar, held in 
Vancouver in October.
The next regular meeting 
will lake place Nov. 22.
trenches would lie there forever.
Many more came-back with wounds 
which would make them passengers in 
life’s affairs until they rejoined their 
comrades killed in action.
Those who lived that life will always 
remember that admidst the horror and 
the terror, the land we fought over and 
drenched with our blood continued its 
principal function — plants still grew.
The most noticeable was the blood- 
red poppy, growing through spring and 
summer. This was no new phenomenon. 
For at least 200 years this fact had been 
noticed: battlefield and poppy were 
linked.
We took this with us from war. What 
belter memory could there be than the 
a.ssocialion of the bloodshed, and the 
blood-red flower?
November has always been the month 
in which the church asks us to remember 
the dead and November 1918 saw the 
end of carnage unequalled in history. 
Their special memory could be placed 
nowhere else. And despite all that was 
said, this “Great War for Civilizaiion” 
did not succeed, and a subsequent 
period of warfare with almost the same
r;i
combatants was needed to end it. |i
What more fitting than those killed in|| 
action in the second war — often the ' 
sons of those who fought in the earlier. 
campaign — be linked on this 11th day?
Thus, we of the Royal Canadian <. 
Legion, who served in either or both-.; 
wars, a.sk you to look on this Armistice" 
Day, now called Remembrance Day, not 
as a public holiday, but as a day on 
which there is a duty to remember. ' '
Why did those who fought not 
return? Why were they killed? Much i| 
hinges on history. Before 1914 efforts. • 
had been made to outlaw war. Treaties || 
were signed lo guarantee the neutrality || 
of small countries which could not ||
, defend themselves and, over the ages, ||? 
had been the sites of so mariy b’atftes. ^ ^
Belgium was known as “The Cockpit II 
of Europe”. “Liebensraum” demanded^ 
that such treaties be ignored; Belgium in i| 
’14, Poland in 39. H'
We were also signatories and when the p 
“scraps of paper” were torn up we had 
but little choice. The wars were not of 
our making: they were thrust upon us.
In each war the youth and manhood of ' 
the country .saw a clear duty — fight to 
save our country and its way of life. ‘
That is why they did not return. That 
is why we ask, at the hour of the original 
“cease fire” on the Western Front, that 
you give two minutes’ silence and 
thought to their memory.
They laid down their lives for you. On 
many of their graves the poppy still 
grows. Wear it proudly in their memory, 
and think of the words of a Canadian 
poet who laid down his life in that first 
conflict:
“Take up our quarrel with the foe,
To you from falling hands we throw 
The Torch. Be yours lo hold il high.
If you break faith with us who die,
Wc shall not sleep, though poppies 
grow,
In Flaiuler’s Fields.’’ 7
^ . ' I
i
6.HORSE GOOSENECK TRAILER.
(ompluiolv •nclosoH, dork bluw, 
whilu pin sniping. 2(1' ovoroll longih, 
6'2" wUld Insldo, 6'4" high Insldo, 
nootty now, I’hono 3911 HOMi, n47-
95y,____________________________ js
liviiToCKri'uTii l' why™woTi"hjj
ipririg? Com» lo Iho Co-op yonis, 
vi/illloms toko, frldoy, Mov. 16, 1 
p.m, 20 bulls, pollad ondhoinad. 46
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Crossword Courtesy Of
THE BOOKWORM










Again available for 
Sidney and surrotiiuling 
district. Otiod Work- 
munsliip at reasonable 
prices,
Also excellent crews 






ROTOVATIISG srnoll. powoHul 
nHii.l'UiB (lit mlulilijliiuj t|<:u,.h)iis, 
IVjhM(iymnn, 636 4772,,
Most" FHaViV ui' anfdftni7(r"iiml 
lonilisniilnti , also gnidon doflgn. 
Cull l hui li-i, yuuii n| 6l-() I uliui .'i 
P ni, lllsl
HANDYMAN, Small opplkmtsis, 
lanky tini(«is, brokan cord tnds, ale. 
No |ob luo smwii, Foil pHta. Gaorgt 
C'lCi.!,(,(■(!, fls.sllii.t.ii Du'.n 
6S6-’7670. ____
Oll?TFriitT"'RiN?W«D; ."aniTn'uous
liomlass olumlnum guilars and 
(knnnplpiH Olflw f minify Uoilmmnn 
47« 379* 46
FOR EVERY ONE ol you his 
(xsromounl duly Is lo thoosa lor 
lilinsoll ihol on which no olbari may 
Inlrlngo ond non*' usurp Irom him, 
Such 0 thing , , , Is ihe iova ol God, 
could ya but pBirolva II r
Fiom lha BAHA'I Wrlllngs 
THE BAHA'I FAITH 
 6$6-$6$0
AN'"l6uii;ATION OFFORTUNITV lor 
your thlldran, For Irdoimnllon on 
FHINCH IMMERSION SCHOOLING In 
SAANICH coll 652-43311,652 5501. 47
Au”iff6i'n''AND'*i'xiiitiONi pui
loflh by man Irom lha lullriass ol his 
henrt Is worship, il It Is promplail by 
Iho highasi rnollva ond Ihd svill lodo 
lan-lta lis humijnlly
: From Ska lAIFA'I Writings 
THE SAHA'I FAITH 
' 6*$-**t0 45
Miif-rny A Dftrnihy Mflannon thank 
oil thair (Hands ond ralallons for tht 
lovaly cords, gnmE wishai, ond halp 
with lha lacapilon for tivair fifllaili 
war-Wlng onnivarsory,
REMRviii NOW... iot '■Bportsmon’s
Waakand" hunting and fishing, ona 
room, iwo nights, |'25, up to ihtaa 
parsons at Salmon RWar Inn, 
Sayword (al, '2B2-.3127. 4*
1-1 NdIo of fif-filc 
I i), VAili - 
16, Elcdi'Mied 
(xiiTicles 
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aullior of The Clims of 
August and two-time 
witiiicr of the Bulitzet 
I'ri/e, has writfen a ma.ssivc 
and magiiilicani history of 
llie I4ili ceiiiiiry, and it’s 
one of llie mepiotahio 
books olTiieycii^r.
The IIM) Years War, 
papal seliisin. doomed 
crusades, inicrnal wars, 
terroti/ing brigaiuls and llie 
Black Death (which carried 
ojif a third of liiirope's 
popiiliuioii) me all
sirikingly poriruyed, in- 
icrrelaled and defined by a 
, wriier who handles inyriad 
facis and piinvaiy sources 
will- tinparallelt/cl vir- 
luosiiy,
She cenites her narrative 
on a single Ficiith b.uop - 
liiigiici rand de Coney Vll -
a soldier and leader, ilic 
I rench king’s loyal envoy 
and llie English king’.s soii- 
in-law; and lliiongh her 
liaeing of his life, she 
makes the ciiiire ceninry 
come alive, Life for llie 
peasantry, the clergy and 
the iiobiliiy was chaotic and 
hoilt pliysically and 
spirilually agonizing, 
riiroiifihoni the cciiliiry, 
tlierc was a sense of 
forel'iodiiig doom. .-Xnil in 
the bleakness cf that 
medieval world. I ichnian 
discovers ihe very roofs c,if 
eniergiiui modernify.
Her book is a temarkable 
synthesis, an autlioiiative 
work with the drama .and 
vivid cliaiiiclcti/iiiioii ol a 
gtaiully sweeping novel, 
and as pk'.isnr.,iblci|io tend.
\ «)ISI AN J MlkUDM is 
available lioin the Bren- 
twpod or Sidney Bniiich of 
file Regional Library.
In a Rush? Way Behind?
SUNSHINL Take it off your inituii
SiiHnhiiie Serretaria! Sprvicp!
2452 Beacon Are,
































All types of brick and block work. 
. new fireplaces or repair your old 




Hour or by Contract. 














•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 














Stucco - Drywall 








“Big or small 
we will do them all”







Renovations - Concrete 















































I SIDNEY BUILDER |
I Now specializing in | 
j finishing carpentry, ■ 
j cabinets and built-ins, •
Roofers
SAM "The” Roofer I





Who has o key to your door?
KeysMissing?













• rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions — no job too | 
I small. I
















ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD 
223K llarhour Rd. • Sidney 
656-7023
FACTORY AirmORI/EI)
O..M.C. SIERN DRIVE - 
EVEN RUDE OUTBOARDS 
STERN DRIVE.










• I’aiking l.ois 
•Driveways 
1779SEAN HEIGHTS 




A & B BOAT TOPS










Residentoil, Commerciol ond 
Golf Course Construction.





Fence Posts, Digging, 50 




CONTRA C TING L TD.
Specializing in





BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES




and Tractor Service 





















































•CA T WORK 
• TRUCKING 
' .











Kf„t>l(ACl4'r (AL e.,..WiTklL.-CTi p'J 
<.>kI'iLwT P-Y,
r,.4ti,(NC.Ts tf> r»'V-fJi TuLtL
PIANO TUNER & REPAIRS 
- H. VVIl ! JAMS - 
Ph, 652-573!
•PIANO TUNING |C30 W]
• RE-STRING-FELTING
• HNSICaiT A SPECIALTY
• AILIUST A VOICE HAMMERS
AC I l()Nife SOUNlJSbKVl(.:i:; TO ' 
PUBLIC - TOACUHRS.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC. CLUBS & CHURCI II S 
























WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT



























2412D Beacon Ave. 













M.j. SUTHERLAND j CHARTERED j




Phone 656-1041 1 656-1421 J




Govornmen! certified techniclon 
with 35 years exporlenco In 




















Serving Sidney, Central 
& North Saanicii,
656-1920
AJAX HOME and 
0/ Ei( 'h'n EA NERS
Window* ' lloou 







Atsn Will tl»li*»» tme to
Ou*# yttidt st ka'ifJ Of g(o»«l,
UPHOLSTERY
REPAIRS, RE COVERING 
FREE ESTIMATES
G. Rousseu
10651 McDonald Pork Rd. 
656*2127 Sidney
UPHOLSTERY





8S20 LOCHSIDE DR, 656-2015
APEX STEEL LTD.
COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 






To Leather & Suede 
Garments expertly done 
at TOP LEATHER 










Marine, Auto ft Safety Giasf 










2420 Beacon- 'Aye. '
















Steel & Aluminum Mig Welding, 




REPAIRS AND TUNE-UPS, 
lAWNMOWERS, ROTOTILLERS 
AND OUTBOARDS
W« buy old ond tell recon* 
dilionoci lawnmowort, etc. Free 





Duct work, Chimneys, 

















PROFESSIONAL DRYCLEANINO t LAUNDRY SERVICE 
1 WEEK ON SUEDE & LEATHER CLEANING 
« SPECIALIZING IN
■STi TAILORING, DRESSMAKING
, rC) REPAIRS. ALTERATIONS ETC. 
i |M 7I20W. .SiiaaU'liRd,





Today I’d like to talk for a minute about your house 
plants, which you will now have brought back inside for 
the winter. 1 hope you took a good, long, look at each 
one of them before you put them back in a place of 
honour, since it iis more than likely that when they came 
back into the house they brought along a few hitch­
hikers, “aphids,” or “mealy-bugs”, or "white flies,” 
or even (on the bottom of the pot) “slugs”.
If you didn’t look earlier, look now, under the leaves 
especially, before these pests have a chance to multiply, 
and infect all your house-plants. If you do find some 
unwanted creatures, don’t despair. There is a very 
effective, and safe, new product called “Safer’s 
Insecticidal Soap” which is simple to use — directions 
on the bottle.
White flies have been even worse than usual outside, 
this year. At one point, in quiet desperation, I took the 
vacuum cleaner, hitched it to a 100-foot extention cord, 
and attempted to “suck” the miserable little things off 
my tomatoes, and Hubbard squash.
After defoliating one of my handsomer “Ultra 
Boyu” tomatoes, and making a hole the size of a barrel 
in a squash leaf I gave up in disgust. The plants, ac­
tually, didn’t seem to mind the infestation as much as I 
did, doing well in spite of hordes of these minute 
creatures.
White flies are particularly persistent if introduced 
accidently into a greenhouse, so, if you are fortunate 
enough to own a glasshouse, be especially vigilant, to 
make sure your plants being brought indoors for the 
winter are insect-free. It sometimes pays to isolate your 
outdoor plants for a few days, just to make sure no eggs 
have been laid on the leaves which would subsequently 
hatch inside.
To go back for a minute to “Safer’s Insecticidal 
Soap”. Recently I have had a really difficult time with 
white flies in my greenhouse and tried every remedy 
suggested, including a mixture of garlic and liquid 
Diazinon, beaten to-gether in an old blender, strained, 
and applied as a spray. It did a reasonably good job on 
the pests, but I found my friends were avoiding me.
The most exciting remedy was a smoke bomb. The 
fumes from this bomb are lethal so make haste after 
igniting it and tear outside sealing the door. After using ; 
several bombs, I felt something of an expert; and when 
the last homh turned out to he minus the “opener’’ I 
casually opened it with a heer -can opener;., rather; 
generous sized holes. My husband and I co-operated,on 
the ignition of the hqmb, which is done with what wci as j 
kids, called a “punk”.
Confidently I stuck the punk into the large hole in the 
tin. It ignited with a roar that sent both of us outside in 
unseemly haste, me breathing prayers that my precious 
greenhouse wasn’t going up in smdke. Since that ex­
perience I have discovered “Safer’s Soap”, and will 
never again have to resort to “bombing” whiteflies.
Today we harvested parsnips that are the best we have 
ever grown, some broccoli, a turnip, the very last of this 
season’s broad beans, and some figs, beauties, that lam 
attempting to dry. For dinner tonight we will have a real 
favorite of mine spouse, a mixture of fall vegetables, 
done in a Dutch oven around a small roast, adding a few 
carrots that are stored in sand, and a couple of onions 
from a mesh bag hung in the “utility room” It smells 
heavenly! There is a deep sense of satisfaction in having 
a meal consisting of things you have raised yourself, and 
it is no wonder people love their vegetable gardens.
Something that makes it a little easier to compost 
during rainy weather is to put a small garbage can right 
outside the back door, then it is only a step from the 
sink to the compost can. It is wise to empty it any time 
there is a break in the weather, either directly onto the 
vegetable plot (cover it with some soil) or put it onto 
your compost pile, where, once again you .should cover 
it with a layer of soil. The reason I suggest, emptying it 
regularly is that if we have a warm spell decomposition 
sets in, inside the tin, and when you open it you woujd 
be wise to wear a mask. It reeks!
When you arc cleaning out your rose beds, its a good 
idea to rake off ail fallen leaves, if you have had trouble 
with mildew, and/or black-spot and cither burn them, 
or pul them in a bag in the garbage, before you dig over 
the bed. Don't be too enthusiastic about digging around 
the roses their roots arc often clo.se to the surface, and 
don’t worry about pruning them, that's a job for early 
spring. If you have some especially long branches 
waving about in the wind, you could cut them now, so 
that their wild motion doesn't damage the whole bush, 
and If you are thinking of putting In some more roses, 
this is a good time to plant, They will iiiake new roots 
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V 656 2921 .
WEEK: November 12 • 
November I8ih, 1979 
Monday through Friday 
centre open, cards, library, 
billiard.^, morning coffee, 
afternoon tea:
Monday -- Closed for 
llie Holiday Centre open 
from 1 • 4 p.m. 7:.10, bingo, 
Tuesday ~ 9:30 a.m. 
lapidary: l0:00 screnadera 
practice, painting; noon, 
lunch: 1:00 whist, crochet, 
painting: 7 p.m. shuf- 
flcboard & games night;
VVedncMJtty -- to u.m. 
novelties; noon, hot dinner; 
I p.m. discussion group, 
S.P.C.A.; 2 p.m. concert - 
Rubertat Dui)b«u and the
Nciderrnans 7:30 duplicate 
bridge;
Thursday — 9:30 n.m. 
lapidary; 10 «.m. weaving, 
carpet bowling; noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m. bridge, 
dressmaking, weaving; 7 
p.m. crib;
Friday — 10 n.m. beads, 
senior ceramics, qulliini;:; 
keep, nt, noon, lunch; 1 
p.m. clicss club, silver “t’’ 
btlUptaciitc; 2p.m, .lucku; 
7 p.m. evening cards;
.Saturday & Sunday open 
I p.m, to 4 p.m. for drop- 
ins; ;,
Seats nviiilabk for the 
Reno Trip November 24th, 
1979; Chmimai Bazaar — 
November Jdth, (979,






CLINKERS BUILT & REPAIRED 







-The Council must work together 
harmoniously.
^CONSULTATION 
-The residents of North Saanich must 
be listened to.
*CONSERVATION 
-The unique quality of our en­





Sunlight plays against ripples of waves at 





COMMUNITY SER VICE 
A Director of Central Saanich Ratepayers 
Association.
Past Secretary, Advisory Committee on Education 
for Aging.
AS YOUR REPRESENT A 71 VE ON 
COUNCIL I WILL DO MY BEST:
To obtain irrigation water for farmers at a cost they 
can live with.
To work with community groups to devise a plan to 
lessen vandalism in Central Saanich.
To listen to individuals and community groups in an 
effort to solve their problems.
To really work hard to keep your taxes down.
Gelebrate
, The 50th Wedding an- 
niversaiy of Mr. arid Mrs.
J. Lowell Gray, 2395 Lovell 
Ave.; Sidney, was marked ■ 
on Oct. 26 at a reception 
and dinner in the memorial ii; 
room of the s Royal 
Canadian Legion.
Florence and Lowell were 
married in Vancouver on 
Oct. 26, 1929 and, after 
living for many years in 
Calgary, retired to Sidney 
in 1968.
Out-of-town guests at the 
affair included: Mrs. 
Lucille Morrison, Mr. and 
Mrs. Donald Morrison, Mr. 
and Mrs. Allan Morrison 
and Mr. and Mrs. William 
Morrison, all of Edmonton: 
Mrs. Charles Walker, 
Robert Gray and Mr. and 
Mrs. K.H. Stokes, all of 
Vancouver; Mr. and Mrs. 
Edward Steele and Mrs. 









Open from 5:00 p.m. Daily
(CLOSED TUESDAYS)
- FULLY LICENCED -
For Reservations 656-4640 
2558 Bevan Ave., Sidney S
POLL
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
Public notice is hereby given to the electors of the Municipality aforesaid that a poll has become necessary at the election now pending, and 
that I have granted such poll; and, further, that the per.sons duly nominated ns candidates at the said election, for whom only votes will be 
reccivedare: . ■
I»HIU' Owen Barilcy Mayor 2 year term 10202 McDon.ald Park Road Farmer
SriKRWOOl) Eric Mayor 2 year term l%8 McTavish Road Businessman
WESTWOOD George Douglas Mayor 2 year term 9705 Glcnelg Avenue Rciircd Naval Officer
BINGHAM Dcrmid Loekhari Cameron Alderman 2 year term 9f>46 Ardmore Drive Retired Professor of Surgery
CORNFORD Alan Bnice Alderman 2 year term 655 Bradley Dyne Road Scientific Rescnrcli Manager
GUMMING
9
James Broadfoot Alderman 2 year term 1780 Lands End Rond Rciircd
FARTHING Edgar Orahamc Alderman 2 year term 975 Tuam Road Retired
PARROTT Harold Noel Alderman 2 year term 9620 Ardmore Drive Retired
RANGEL Julian Roland James Alderman 2 year term 11054 Kiltiwakc Place Naval Officer
ULMER Ronald Gordon Alderman 2 year term 1890Mills Road Patrolman
WILSON Jacqueline Elcnnora Alderman 2 year term 9299Ci\nora Road Gonipany Director
Such poll will be opened at the Municipal Office, 1620 Mills Road, North Saanich, BiitiUt Colirnrbia, on the seveiilceiuh (Hih) day of 
November, 1979, between the hours of eight o'clock a.m. and eight o'clock p.m.
An Advance foil j.fiaUbc opened at ihc Municipal Oniceon iifieciiih (ISlluund .vixtccinh IH'th) day,sol NovcinUei, 1979, bciwccn the hour 
of nine o'clock «.m. and four o'clock p.m, of which every person l.s hereby required to take notice and govern himself accordingly,







To Bring Your 














Sponsored by the CENTRAL 
SAANICH RATEPAYERS ASSOCIATION
Time For a Change!




1 am a businessman in Sidney, married and 
have two children. I feel that every citizen should 
be concerned with their local government and be 
involved in the community.
The Saanich Peninsula is one of the fastest 
growing areas on Vancouver Island and the 
growing pains are evident; as housing develop­
ments are built, small industry is started, and 
recreation facilities are enlarged. With the growth 
of the community so evident, a stand on planned 
orderly growth is definitely needed.
As Alderman, I would endeavour to promote 
objective communication between the citizens of 
Sidney and the town council.
Glenn A. McMillan
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY
We Reserve the Right to Limif Quantilies While Stock Lasts.
Prices Effective 
«dvv 7-11, 1979
FRESH GR. ^ ^
WHOLE CHICKEI.....LB.
FRESH BREASTS THIGHS or DRUMSTICKS
CHICKEN SEGMENTS $129
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. i
MAPLEWOOD UTILITY
CORNISH GAME HEN $|69
.EA.
GRADE W BEEF WING OR
SIRLOIN STEAK.








GAINER’S VAC PAK I's
REG. WIENERS lb. 99
MAPLE LEAF





















10 oz. tins 4/99'
Canned Tomatoes
Success 
28 oz. tin 59
Vegetable Oil
$019






2 Lb. Bag 79'
Meat Pies
Schneider's 
Asst. 2 - 8 oz. Pkg, 88*







FLORIDA PINK OR WHITE
GRAPEFRUIT ws 5/99*
CELLO CARROTS 39*
